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PREFACE
t
This is the Final Report on IIT Research Institute
(IITRI) Project No. K6101_ originally entitled "Martian
Shelter Technology." A new title that more accurately
describes the material presented in the report has been
selected. The research was performed for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration_ Office of Advanced
Research and Technology_ under Contract No. NASr-65(15)_
by the Mechanical Engineering Division of IITRI. This
report covers the work performed from March 28_ 1966_
to June 30_ 1967.
The IITRI personnel who contributed to the program
included R. Mitchell (Project Engineer) _ M. Burns_
M. Lerner_ S. Guzder_ F. Iwatsuki_ C. Cokeing_ T. Owens_
W. Langdon_ and D. Klopp.
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PRELIMINARYS_UDYOF ADVANCEDLIFE-SUPPORTTECHNOLOGY
FORA MARSSURFACEMODULE
By R. E. Mitchell and M. Burns
IIT Research Institute
1. SUMMARY
This study represents an initial step in the direction of
subsystem definition for extended manned missions on Mars_ and
is centered primarily around a review of the current literature
and state-of-the-art techniques.
There is much information available on extended mission
life-support technology. This information_ however_ is so
strongly centered about zero-g and deep space applications that
very little correlation can be made for an extension to the
surface conditions on Mars. The fact that Mars has a gravity
is one of the major differences. Some studies_ considering a
gravity field_ have been performed. However_ these studies
were directed towards Lunar surface applications involving
missions of very short duration_ or concerned themselves
primarily with gross power considerations rather than detailed
subsystem technology.
Several studies for the manned Mars effort have been under-
taken by Aeronutronics (MEM)_ North American Aviation (MMM)
Douglas (Manned Mars Exploration)_ and Hamilton Standard (Manned
Mars Subsystem Studies). These studies deal with Mars orbital
and Mars entry subsystem analysis. Consequently_ the life-
support subsystems selected are not necessarily the best sub-
systems for the surface application.
A mission profile of four men for six months has been
analyzed in this study. From this baseline assumption_ we were
able to project a Mars Surface Module (MSM) Configuration and
assess on a preliminary basis those subsystems in life-support_
power_ and environmental control most candidate for the proposed
mission.
2. INTRODUCTION
The problem of selecting optimum life-support subsystems
for a given spmce mission has gained considerable attention in
recent years. Mars appears to be the next natural step after
the LUnar challenge has been met. Current Mars mission studies
show that the technology will be available for landing a manned
module on Mars by the mid-1980 time period. If the Apollo
mission sequence is as successful as Project Gemini_ this date
could be shortened by as much as three to five years.
It is_ therefore_ desirable that we begin to carefully
examine the alternative systems necessary to support man for
extended periods on the surface of Mars. To achieve the neces-
sary advances in the required technical disciplines_ prior to
the first manned Mars excursion_ we must direct a major research
effort toward those subsystem candidates most appropriate for
the proposed mission. It is of interest to note that many of
the basic subsystems necessary for a successful mission are
presently under development. However_ we must soon make a major
commitment toward selecting and developing those subsystems
from the various alternatives which have the best potential for
realizing the Mars mission objectives.
In the Mars surface application_ we are presented with a
gravity field_ an unbreathable atmosphere_ a 24-hour day_ very
severe temperature variations at the poles and more moderate
temperature fluctuations at the equator. These conditions
limit the choice of subsystems for life support and do not
permit a direct extension of the present studies involving other
space applications. A strong influencing factor is that heat
transfer external to the module is no longer purely by radiation
to a constant sink temperature. The transfer now is also by
convection with a varying atmospheric temperature.
It is for this reason that subsystems compatible with
applications on the surface of Mars should be independently
studied and evaluated. In making the final decision on manned
landing systems_ the effects of the Mars environment must be
very accurately known. Certain systems that are operative in
space could possibly be nonfunctional on the surface.
Temperature profiles and estimates of atmospheric constit-
uents are presently available in various forms. As the space
program continues_ the available data will become much more
accurate_ and final modifications in calculations for the actual
mission can be made. This will allow for a more precise selec-
tion of primary and back-up subsystems for the eventual missions.
S
3. MARS ENVIRONMENT STUDY
The most important characteristics of the Martian environ-
ment which affect the module design and the life-support system
configurations are the temperature profile_ atmospheric composi-
tion_ length of Martian day_ wind velocity_ and soil conductivity.
Presently_ the order of magnitude of the Martian atmosphere
variables are reasonably well known. Actually_ this data has
been available in rough form for at least 40 years. Although
the measuring techniques have become more sophisticated and the
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data acquired more precise_ no profound changes in the inter-
pretation of the environmental constituents have occurred. The
recent observations by the Mariner IV have certainly raised the
level of confidence in previous predictions_ and their particular
benefit has been in establishing clear numerical values which
could be used more directly by systems analysts and designers.
It is generally accepted that there is an abundance of
carbon dioxide in the Martian atmosphere. However_ there is
much disagreement as to the exact value of the surface pressure;
estimates range from three to 85 mb. Neither the module design
nor the life-support systems selections are significantly affected
throughout this small range of argument. The attempts to more
accurately define the pressure are of interest to others primarily
for the design of an aerodynamic reentry vehicle.
The temperature profile and atmospheric pressure affect
the radiator design and the module wall design_ and the latter
affects the heat transfer from which the module Environmental
Control System (ECS) is selected. The ECS includes the module
primary air heat exchanger_ and thus is part of the total Life-
Support System.
In this study_ we have used the diurnal variation of surface
temperature substantiated experimentally by Sinton and Strong
(ref. i). Figure _ was obtained for a range of soil conductiv-
ities from 3 x i0 -_ to 1 x 10 -4 cal/cm-sec-°K. Figure 2 shows
the annual variation in temperature for va__ying depths below
the Mars surface. It can be seen that the diurnal and annual
variations dampen out as the depth below the surface increases.
Annual variations in minimum diurnal temperature for various
latitudes are shown in Figure 3. This graph shows quite readily
why the equatorial areas are the most desirous for a manned
Mars mission. The low seasonal temperature variations in this
area considerably reduce the design problems associated with
extended missions. This location also reduces the concern about
exposure to very extreme temperatures_ as would be the case for
either the higher or lower latitudes.
The data on atmospheric pressure given in Figure 4 was
substantiated by data from Mariner IV (ref. 2) _ and also by
experiments performed by Kaplan_ _dnch and Spinrad (ref. 3) as
indicated.
Tables I and II summarize the most recent thinking concerning
the Planet Mars.
The Mariner IV probe landed November 1964 after traveling
a total of 326_000_000 miles for 228 days. The magnetometer
aboard failed to detect evidence of a Martian magnetic field.
The following items represent current opinions on other
aspects of the Martian environment.
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TABLE I
MARSPLANETARYDATA
Measurement Values
Composition ........
Temperature at Equator . . .
Mass Ratio - Mars/Earth . .
Gravity ..........
Wind Velocity .......
Equatorial Diameter ....
Polar Diameter .......
Escape Velocity ......
Martian Mean Solar Day . . .
Magnetic Moment ......
Martian Year .....
Solar Constant ....
Soil Emissivity ......
Surface Soil Conductivity. •
Surface Soil Specific Heat .
Surface Soil Density ....
Mostly CO2_ small amount of
N 2 + A 2
Day_ max. 300OK
Night_ max. 180°K
0.107
.39 of earth
37 mph
4.243 miles
4_198 miles
3.14 miles/sec
24 hr_ 39 min_ 35 sec
<0.001 of earth's
687 days
Approximately 530 W/m 2 (Equator
tilted 25 ° to orbital plane)
.95 - 1.0
2.5 x 10 -4 W cm -I °K-I
-i OK-i3.3 Joules g
1.6 g-cm
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TABLE II
MARSORBITALDATA
Measurement Values
Eccentricity .........
Inclination .........
Distance from Sun
Mean ..........
Perihelion .......
Aphelion ........
Distance from Earth
Mean Opposition .....
Minimum Distance ....
Maximum Distance ....
Orbital Velocity
Mean ..........
Perihelion .......
Aphelion ........
Next Close Opposition ....
Again ............
0.093368
i_849_910
141_500_000 miles
128_300_000 miles
154_800_000 miles
48_695_000 miles
34_670_000 miles
247_900_000 miles
15.0 miles/sec
16.4 miles/sec
13.6 miles/sec
August 6_ 1971
September 28_ 1988
P
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• It is believed that the ground is hard with something
similar to perma frost_ which might be used as a heat
sink. There is no liquid water available_ and only a
small amount of H20 as vapor.
• The experts still have a difference of opinion as to
whether some low forms of life exist on the surface.
• Dollfus found that when certain algae_ small lichens_
and minute mushrooms are sprinkled on pulverized
limonite_ they show a polarization curve similar to
that of the Martian dark spots. Salisbury does not
believe that plants grow on Mars.
• As to soil composition_ Kuiper concluded the deserts
of Mars consist of igneous rock similar to felsetic
rhyolite. Dollfus concluded that it was powdered
ferric oxides (limonite HFe02).
• Craters of Mars are believed to rise a few hundred
feet above the surrounding surface and reach depths
of several thousand feet below the crater rims.
• Mars has clouds which could interfere with solar panels_
and Martian atmosphere is bombarded continuously by full
flux of cosmic rays and full flurries of solar flare par-
ticles. Fne radioactive products of the disintegration
present differ from those on earth andprobablyare some-
what more dense relative tothe density of the atmosphere.
Recent evidence indicates that ultraviolet rays pene-
trate the Martian atmosphere; however_ since the total
solar flux is low_ this should not cause too great a problem.
• Radiation hazards on Mars should be in the same propor-
tion as solar tconstants near earth iapproximately) which
is 520/1400_ or 37 percent. Therefore_ the radiation
flux will be less than 37 percent due to attenuation
of Martian atmosphere. This would be equivalent to a
maximum flux of cosmic rays of 3 rads per year. Fluxes
would be higher during solar flare activity.
4. PRELIMINARY TRADE-OFF CONSIDERATIONS
A. Life-Support System Summary
The life-support system must provide a shirtsleeve environ-
ment which is compatible with long-term habitation. The six
systems needed in this effort are shown in Figure 5.
The items causing greatest concern are waste water manage-
ment and regenerative atmospheric carbon dioxide content control.
i. Water manaqement. - Through utilization of an efficient
water reclamation system_ maximum weight savings can be realized.
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Under an assumed mission condition of 720 man-days (four men r
six months) r a nonregenerative system would require about eight
tons of water. This far exceeds the weight penalties imposed
by all the other systems combined. Therefore r either complete
or possibly partial water regeneration is a must to any manned
Mars mission.
The most eas_y closed loop is the (respiration-perspiration)
water cycle. This involves about 3.0 ib/man-day and is perhaps
the purest water to be handled. Next would be the water used for
washing and personal hygiene; this involves about 15.0 Ib/man-day.
For extended missions r it is almost certain that a urine-water
reclamation system will have to be employed. Any weight savings
to berealizedbyreclamation of fecal water is far offset at the
present by the difficulties involved in handling this material.
It is not ancicipated at this pointin the study that fecal water
recycling will be available or necessary by mission time.
Waste water and urine will probably be made available for
reuse by the processes indicated in Figures 6 and 7. The
processes are similar except for pyrolysis of the urine vapor
to remove volatile constituents (ref. 4).
The man-day water requirement baseline to be used in the
report is shown in Figure 8; water requirement quantities have
been expanded so as to be more realistic for extended mission
conditions (refs. 5 and 6).
2. Carbon dioxide manaqement. - The second largest weight
savings is to be found in the area of a CO 2 removal and oxygen
regeneration system. This will not only reduce the amount of
oxygen that has to be stored r but it will also eliminate the
large amounts of CO 2 absorption material that would have to be
stored for an open loop CO 2 dump cycle. The most promising
processes for CO 2 reduction are the Bosch and the Sabatier
cycles shown in Figures 9 and i0; both r however r require a
very pure CO 2 feed (ref. 7).
In the Bosch cycle r CO 2 is combined with hydrogen over a
hot iron catalyst to produce water and solid carbon. The water
is then electrolyzed r yielding hydrogen and oxygen. The Bosch
reactor requires 921 Btu/Ib of CO 2 reacted at a temperature of
about II00°F. At this temperature level r conversion efficiency
is about 30 percent per pass r so that recycling is necessary.
The major disadvantage of this cycle is the difficulty in re-
moving the carbon build-up from the catalyst (ref. 8).
In the Sabatier cycle r CO 2 is combined with hydrogen to
produce water and methane. The Sabatier reaction is exothermic
and takes place at only 550°F. This reaction temperature is
much lower than that of the Bosch reactor and results in a much
lower power requirement for start-up. Yhe problem of carbon
11
Wash water
15.0 ib/man-day
\ so_ /
0.45 Ib/man-day
Distillation 610 Btu/hr
177°F 7.0 psi
Condensation 562 Btu/hr
i Chemical 1
treatment
Water /
14.55 ib/man-day
Figure 6 Wash Water Distillation Regeneration Cycle
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¢Humidity Urine water Metabolic water
3.00 ib/man-day 3.20 lb/man-dayAO.75 lb/man_day I
Distillation
Vapor
pyrolys is
ib/man-day (total)
282 Btu/hr
185 Btu/hr
\ so_ /
0.20 ib/man-day
Condensation
_Water/
6.75 lb/man-day
282 Btu/hr
Figure 7 Distillation/Pyrolysis Water Regeneration Cycle
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Urine solid_
0.20 ib v I
Storage
I.i0 ib food
15.00 ib wash
6.10 ib drinking
O.75 ib metabolic
v
3.00 ib humidit_
0.25 ib feces water
15.00 ib wash
3.20 ib urine ,
I Dehumidifier I
0.97%
W
Storage
6 tank
Figure 8 Man-Day Water Balance
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CO2_CO_H20_ CH 4
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CO 2 concentrator CO 2
H 2
Water
electrolysis
H20
Heat
exchanger
h
v
mb
v
Condenser/
separator
I Compressor I
Figure 9 Bosch System for Carbon Dioxide Reduction
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removal is eliminated_ since there is no carbon involved in the
reaction. However_ to produce the same amount of water_ the
Sabatier reaction uses twice the hydrogen needed for the Bosch
reaction.
For the present_ the Sabatier system appears attractive
because of its low power penalty_ high reaction efficiency_ and
the absence of any carbon removal problems.
Several alternate methods of CO 2 reduction are compared in
Table III.
There are several processes for obtaining pure CO 2 from the
cabin air. They fall into three basic categories; solid adsorp-
tion_ liquid adsorption_ and electrodialysis. The most promis-
ing approach is through the use of a molecular sieve composed
of synthetic zeolite. The method has one drawback in that the
zeolite preferentially absorbs water_ and hence_ entering air
must be reasonably dry. A system has been developed which uses
the zeolite in combination with silica gel drying beds; this
scheme is described in section 6.A.
More advanced concepts_ such as the molten electrolyte_
which eliminate the need for CO 2 purification_ will also be
considered in section 6.A.
B. Power System Summary
The two primary factors affecting the selection of the
power system are the mission duration and the total amount of
power required. We assumed in this analysis a mission duration
of 6 months and estimated a power level of approximately 5 kW.
The exact power level is calculated in section 7. There are
certain factors involving the environment of Mars which must also
be considered.
® 24 day-night cycle
o External temperature which varies from 150 ° to
300 °
Solar density approximately 530 W/m 2 or less
depending on amount of cloud coverage
• Possibility of meteoroid shower
• Gravity .39 of earth
Availability of CO 2 and small amounts of N 2 or A 2
Possibility of exposure to radiation
It must_ of course_ be remembered that we are considering
a manned mission and that the system to be selected is for surface
operation on Mars.
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Based on these general assumptions_ the selection of a
suitable space power system considering the present and projected
state-of-the-art is limited to only a few of the following systems
being studied. These systems are shown in Figure ii. Figure 12
indicates the range of primary utilization for the space power
systems under consideration.
i. Thermoelectric conversion system. - Thermoelectric
systems are now being used or considered for applications where
power requirements are from a few watts to several kilowatts.
Thermoelectric conversion devices can be used with both solar
or nuclear energy sources depending on such factors as cost_
availability_ solar intensity_ and application. Long life_ low
cost_ radiation resistance and advanced state of development
are some of the major advantages of this type of system.
Several thermoelectric materials have been investigated_
and typical performance characteristics are shown in Table IV.
However_ alloys of lead and tellurium (PbTe) have received the
most attention in the past. They have a comparatively high
"figure of merit" (see section 5.C.I.)_ but are quite brittle
and very sensitive to impurities. Alloys of germanium and
silicon (GeSi) have recently been receiving serious consideration
because of higher mechanical strength_ higher resistance to
oxidation and little or no degradation. These materials have
also shown promise of higher operating temperature. However_
the "figure of merit" for GeSi is only one-half of that of
PbTe alloys. Nevertheless_ the possibility of longer useful
life and reduced weight of heat radiators (due to operation at
higher temperature) might make GeSi alloys quite competitive in
future space applications.
Thermoelectric devices can be made to achieve efficiencies
of about 12_ (ref. i0). However_ the overall efficiency of the
conversion system varies from about 2 to 5% since it depends on
so many factors such as method of heat transport_ merit of
design_ temperature of operation and method of handling waste
heat. Nevertheless_ cost and weight of the system are very low
and i therefore_ the system deserves serious consideration for
long duration missions.
2. Thermionic conversion. - The thermionic system is a
static heat-to-electrical energy conversion system that looks
attractive for future space applications. The projected power
output levels are as high as several megawatts.
Although_ relatively speaking_ this system is still in the
early development stage_ laboratory tests performed to date
show high promise because of inherent advantages such as:
• Light weight
• No radiation damage
• High efficiency
19
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© High operating temperature_ and light weight
radiators
o High redundancy achievable with modular
construction
o High power density resulting in compact size
o Very long life
Heat-to-electric conversion efficiencies (for the diode)
of over 19% at moderate emitter temperature has already been
demonstrated_ and efficiencies of up to 30% in the future are
predicted. Overall system efficiency will_ of course_ be less_
depending on mission application and design merit. Power density
measurements have been approximately 10-20 W/cm 2 and life of
several thousand hours has been demonstrated in many laboratories
to date.
As mentioned earlier_ thermionic converters are still in a
development stage and many design problems are yet to be over-
come. The predicted performance looks very attractive and the
system deserves consideration for the Mars module application_
particularly with the use of a radioisotope as an energy source.
3. Dynamic enerqy conversion systems. - Low specific
weight_ high efficiency_ and advanced state of development have
broadened interest in dynamic energy conversion systems. Addi-
tional interest in dynamic components has been generated because
some of the large static power systems also require rotating
parts to provide the function of heat transport. For power
requirments greater than 1 kW_ dynamic systems also offer a
distinct advantage over static systems from the standpoint of
overall system weight.
The two dynamic systems that are receiving most attention
are the Brayton cycle system and Rankine cycle system. A compari-
son of general characteristics is presented in Table V.
In a Brayton system (note Figure 13) using argon_ the heat
generated by the source (solar_ radioisotope or nuclear) is trans-
ferred to a heat exchanger and then removed by the argon fluid.
The argon gas then expands in a turbine which drives an alternator
and compressor. The turbine exhaust passes through a recuperator_
and transfers heat to the compressor discharge gas. The gas then
flows through the radiator heat exchanger where it rejects heat
to a separate liquid heat transport fluid. The heat transport
fluid then rejects the heat to space through a radiator. The gas
from the radiator heat exchanger then flows to the compressor
where it is compressed and flows to the heat source through the
recuperator_ and the cycle is then repeated.
The Rankine system differs from Brayton in that the working
fluid is used in two phases_ liquid and gaseous. The working
fluid in the liquid phase is vaporized by the heat source_ and
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the vapor expands through a turbine which drives an alternator
and condensate pump. The exhaust gas is condensed by a heat
rejection loop_ and condensed liquid is vaporized again by the
heat source repeating the cycle.
The Brayton cycle has distinct advantages over the Rankine
cycle from the standpoint of the single phase working fluid_
reduced corrosion problems_ and better cycle temperature ratio.
The Brayton cycle efficiency is higher than that of Rankine
cycle although in both cases_ the cycle efficiency is greatly
dependent on cycle temperature ratio. The specific weight and
the compressor work are higher for Brayton cycle than the
Rankine cycle. The Brayton cycle also requires much larger
radiator area.
4. Nuclear system. - Nuclear systems t as defined in this
report_ use a reactor as the heat source and would not require
orientation or elaborate energy storage systems.
From Figure 127 it can be seen that the range of application
for nuclear power systems is from tens to hundreds of kilowatts.
The estimated power demand for the MSM is below the ten kW level.
The SNAP-8 reactor_ which is liquid-metal cooled_ is the only
reactor power system fully committed to development at this
time_ and it appears that it could be the late 1980's before
any of the SNAP series might appear in mission use (ref. ii).
A reactor system t based on the available technology_ would
be quite heavy_ because of the shielding required. Some reduc-
tion in shielding weight could be achieved by the employment
of the shadow shielding concept. This_ however_ requires that
the reactor be located remotely_ which creates the necessity
for long heat transport fluid lines with the attendant pumping
power penalty and risk of meteorite penetration (ref. 12).
5. Radioisotope system. - Considerable information and
design data have been available for the application of radio-
isotopes to space power generating systems. A summary listing
of advantages and disadvantages of these systems is presented
in Table VI_ and a comparison of characteristics of specific
isotopes is presented in Table VII. Radioisotopes as a source
of energy have been strongly considered for missions such as
unmanned interplanetary probes_ lunar orbiting vehicles_ commu-
nication satellites_ and manned space laboratories_ where
electric power requirements are as high as i0 kW. The radio-
isotopes receiving most attention for use as a power source
are polonium-210_ plutonium-238, strontium-90_ cerium-144 and
curium-244.
The primary advantages of radioisotope power systems for
the Mars Module application are that (i) the system is not
subject to radiation degradation_ (2) it is not susceptible to
degradation from meteoroid damage_ (3) it does not require
orientation t and (4) it is not affected by cloud cover or dust
storms.
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TABLE VI
ADVANTAGESAND DISADVANTAGES
OF ISOTOPIC POWERSOURCES
[From ref. i0]
Advantages
Can be used in any
environment
No power storage
requirement
Flexible in operation
Long operational use
Compact
Heat available to main-
tain equipment thermal
balance
Highly reliable
Disadvantages
Safety requirements
Availability
Possible costs
Unfamiliarity to users
Possible interference
with experiments
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The basic properties that greatly influence selection of
isotopes for specific missions are
• Power density and source volume
• Radiation emission and shielding requirements
• Half-life
• Co st
Availability of required amounts of the isotope
in the future
Of the properties listed above_ the most significant for
long term manned missions are shielding requirements_ cost and
avai lability.
Polonium-210 requires very little shielding_ has high power
density_ will be readily available at reasonable cost_ but has
a half-life of only 138 days.
Plutonium-238 has a very long half-life (approximately 89
years) _ requires little shielding_ but exhibits a low power
density. Its availability is also limited and cost is very
high.
Strontium-90 has 28 years of half-life_ is very cheap and
readily available. However_ it requires very heavy shielding.
Cerium-144 has a short half-life (285 days) and requires
heavy shielding. However_ it is cheapest_ and is very readily
avai iabl e.
Curium-244 has a very long half-life (189 years) and will
be readily available_ but requires heavy shielding and is quite
expensive.
6. Secondary power systems. The following systems are
more well developed and traditional for space power applications_
however_ ultimate power output levels for extended missions
preclude their consideration as primary sources. It may be
reasonable_ however_ to utilize them for peak loads or auxiliary
power in conjunction with one of the other systems discussed.
a. Solar cells: It has been common to state in the past
that solar cells are applicable to nearly all space power require-
ments up to 1 kW of electric power_ but beyond that_ the physical
size_ cost_ orientation and other problems make them impractical.
However_ as space power requirements increase and exceed 1 kW_
and solar cell development continues_ they may become feasible
for multikilowatt systems in certain applications.
Although solar cells have been proved to be very advantageous
for use in many earth orbiting missions_ there are certain
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problems associated with them which make their performance
unpredictable in our application. Some of the major problems
are :
o Light intensit_ - Not only is the output dependent
on the solar density_ but the efficiency of the
cell changes with solar intensity. There is also
a lack of solar energy in periods of night or
shade and additional energy storage systems must
be considered a part of an entire system_ impos-
ing weight penalties_ depending on the duration
of shade periods.
• Temperature. - Efficiency of solar cell decreases
greatly with increase in operating temperature.
• Orientation. - The cell must be oriented for
optimum utilization of solar energy.
Large surface area. - Due to low efficiency of
energy conversion and lack of sufficient energy
density_ very large surface areas are generally
required.
b. Solar concentrators: Solar concentrators for use in
systems requiring energy conversion by thermionic_ thermo-
electric and dynamic systems are usually a paraboloid structure
available as one-piece structures up to i0 ft diameter_ and as
unfolding petal-type structures for larger diameters. Major
considerations in the proper design of solar concentrators are
high reflectivity_ good geometrical accuracy_ light weighty
high collector-absorber efficiency of the mirror-cavity combina-
tion_ and precise orientation.
Maximum collector-absorber efficiencies are dependent on
the cavity temperature_ collector diameter_ mirror geometry_
distance from sun and mirror efficiency. The specific weight
of solar collectors ranges anywhere from 0.2 ib/ft z to 1.0 ib/ft 2
(ref. 13). Since solar collectors can be used with one of many
conversion systems listed earlier_ the collector area require-
ment will vary depending on the cavity temperature requirements
and the efficiency of the conversion system.
Solar collector requirements for the Mars Module application
are subject to the same difficulties discussed previously for
solar cell systems. Their performance_ however_ is not affected
by temperature or particle radiation as in the case of solar
cells.
c. Batteries: The following types of batteries have
normally been considered most applicable to space use.
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• Nickel-Cadmium (Ni-Cd)
• Silver-Cadmium (Ag-Cd)
• Silver-Zinc (Ag- Zn)
Ni-Cd and Ag-Cd have a greater cycle life than Ag-Zn cells_
and are used generally as secondary cells. Ag-Zn cells have
the highest energy density_ but cannot sustain as many charge
discharge cycles.
All sealed cells appear to have some of the following
shortcomings:
• Limited ability to withstand repeated deep
discharges
• Limited capability for rapid recharge
• Possible damage by overcharging
• Narrow working temperature range
• Poor energy density
• Limited shelf life
• Potential separator failures
• Potential seal failures
Temperature has a strong effect on the performance of all
batteries. Charge-discharge characteristics_ shelf life_ voltage
and current characteristics_ and cycle life are all greatly
dependent on temperature.
Operating temperature range for Ni-Cd and Ag-Cd is from
about 30OF to 100°F_ whereas some experimental Ag-Zn batteries
are good for temperatures from about 40°F to as high as 250°F.
The cycle life utilizing 25% depth of discharge is maximum
for Ni-Cd and is approximately 8000 cycles at room temperature
(ref. ii). Ag-Cd_ under the same conditions_ has a cycle life
of about 3000. High temperature_ experimental Ag-Zn cells have
demonstrated a cycle life of 2500 at 120°F_ using 25% depth of
discharge.
Energy density of all batteries would also vary depending
on the mission requirements and on number of charge-discharge
cycles.
Ni-Cd is the most limited of the three from an energy
density consideration (2 to i0 W-hr/ib_ depending on cycle
life). Ag-Cd batteries vary from 6 to 20 W-hr/ib_ whereas the
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experimental Ag-Zn batteries have demonstrated an energy density
of i0 W-hr/ib at a cycle life of approximately 2000 cycles;
increasing to as much as 40 W-hr/ib at zero cycle life.
Although batteries are not suitable as a primary power
system for missions of any appreciable duration_ they can provide
power in shade periods_ in emergency_ and for peak load require-
ments.
d. Fuel cells: Fuel cells have been successfully used for
many missions_ particularly of short duration. Fuel cells like
all chemical power systems_ have the inherent disadvantage of
requiring excessive amounts of fuel for long duration missions.
Presently_ the fuel cell is limited in application to missions
of one month duration. The most significant problem associated
with fuel cells for mission durations greater than 30 days is
the increase in weight and volume of the system due to fuel
storage requirements. Other problems_ such as degradation of
the cells_ electrodes_ electrolyte and seals have also limited
system applications to short missions.
Major advantages that have led to the use of fuel cell
systems on many missions are:
® High energy efficiency
• Very low power dissipation at idling resulting
in almost zero fuel consumption in this mode
® Silent operation and reduced crew fatigue
• Very few moving parts and increased reliability
• Production of potable water
• Not susceptible to degradation by radiation
exposure
Among all advantages_ the most important one_ particularly
for manned missions_ is the production of potable water as a
by-product. As much as 1.0 ib of water is produced per kW-hr
of electrical energy output (ref. 14).
7. Concludinq remarks. - The foregoing background discus-
sion of the state-of-the-art in space electric power systems
has presented general information describing the advantages and
disadvantages of the various candidate systems. More detailed
subsystem considerations are presented in section 6.
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5. MODULE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
A. Summary
This phase of the study was directed toward developing a
feasible configuration for the module_ as well as performing a
structural analysis and layout of components. It enabled us to
. assess some of the interrelated factors associated with the
module subsystems and extended mission requirements. This approach
also permitted us to develop some practical values which could
be directly applied to our studies in subsystem integration.
The results of this phase of study were utilized in the
following areas of the overall plan:
Definition of a physical module configuration
consistent with the environment of Mars_ and
suitable for extended missions
Derivation of volume and weight information for
the various system components to assure compatible
module volume and construction
Establishment of more specific design require-
ments and operating characteristics for the
various subsystems
Determination of physical constraints affecting
major subsystems_ including life support and
energy conversion_ and establishment of a design-
oriented rather than purely study-oriented base
for assessing advanced technology
In the section to follow_ the factors affecting the selection
of the final configuration are considered in detail_ as are the
design assumptions made in its development. The module design
details are presented in Appendix A.
B. Design Guidelines
To enable the module to fulfill its intended function_ the
following physical requirements and general design guidelines
have been adopted.
i. Structural inteqrity. - The module structure has been
designed to withstand the extremes of the Mars environmental
conditions. The materials chosen will maintain their structural
integrity for the duration of the mission.
2. Safety. - Design techniques which would economize on
structure weight and volume were given secondary consideration
to the safety of the personnel involved_ and only high reliability
design approaches were considered.
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3. Life support. - The module has the capability of support-
ing four men for six months. The personnel will be able to live
in the structure without the aid of space suits or similar
protective devices. Adequate space is also provided for servic-
ing the necessary life-support equipment.
4. Inqress and eqress. - Due to the low absolute pressure
and adverse compositon of the Martian atmosphere_ an airlock has
been provided at one end of the module for ingress or egress of
personnel.
5. Interior desiqn. - The interior of the module has been
designed to satisfy the physical and psychological needs of the
crew for a stay time of six months duration. Areas have been
included for work_ sleep_ eating_ hygiene_ recreation_ exercise_
and communications.
6. Size and weiqht. - The cargo envelope has not been fully
defined_ however_ from recent published studies regarding Mars
mission booster development_ it appears that the module will
fit quite easily into the envelope which is currently being
envisioned.
7. Instrumentation. - This area has been designed to house
equipment for Earth communications and comprises the monitoring
station for all of the module systems. A storage area is also
provided for most of the experiments to be performed.
8. Power. - The module will use a thermally integrated
isotope-Ra-nki---ne power supply. It will be integrally mounted at
the end of the module_ maintaining a safe distance from the
personnel.
C. Design Philosophy
The primary objective of this configuration study is to
identify and assess those areas of advanced technology which have
the greatest potential for effectively supporting a Mars mission
of six months' duration in the 1980 period and beyond. The value
of this type of study will be significantly enhanced if we can
logically select candidate subsystems (for life support_ power
generation_ and other essential requirements) and then show how
these subsystems can be functionally integrated in a Mars Surface
Module (MSM).
The larger system weights necessary for the MSM require
that expanded structures and fabric construction techniques be
considered very cautiously. The very high surface drag forces_
small expansion pressures_ and high transportation and landing
stresses involved_ cause the detail design considerations to be
quite extensive and essentially beyond the scope of the present
study. However_ it is necessary that the present study in module
design be broad enough to include the primary considerations.
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oThe factors considered and assumptions made in arriving at
the proposed MSM configuration were as follows.
i. Considerations. -
® A minimum amount of surface preparation required
® Adequate living and equipment space with room
for equipment repair
• Stabilization devices integrally mounted on the
module framework
• A minimum amount of ground contact area to
reduce the module heat load
® A low wind drag and stability profile due to
expected high surface winds
2. Assumptions. -
• A means of lowering the module to the surface of
Mars will be available at the time of landing.
® Personnel will work in a shirtsleeve environment_
and will wear space suits only upon leaving the
module. Personnel will work outside the module
only for vital experiments and in emergency
conditions.
• The module will house four men for six months.
• Seismic effects are not critical.
® The surface material on Mars will not present
a radiological hazard to men or materials.
® The men will be able to occupy the module fairly
soon after landing on the planet.
The configuration selected from the above considerations
does not purport to be the optimum configuration for the final
Martian effort_ since the total mission remains very much
undefined.
It does_ however_ possess many of the basic attributes
required of a typical extended mission MSM_ primarily from the
standpoint of volume and weight. It is hoped that through this
reduction of abstract thoughts to physical dimensions_ many
system design considerations that would otherwise have been
overlooked will be accounted for.
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D. Subsystems Considerations
The following discussion of the power source and the life-
support subsystem characteristics was undertaken to tentatively
identify candidate subsystems and to assure the availability of
space for each subsystem needed to control the module environ-
ment. The vital requisite of these subsystems is to maintain a
habitable shirtsleeve environment for the duration of the mission.
Whenever a final selection of a specific component or
process is selected for analysis_ the detailed tradeoff summary
will be presented in a later section. The components_ processes
and/or subsystems to be outlined have been evaluated in this
context for weight and volume in order that a reasonable subsystem
layout could be made.
The functions to be performed by each of the life-support
and environmental control subsystems are summarized in Table VIII.
The astronaut comfort level was selected from Figure 14.
For the advanced state-of-the-art components_ weight and
volume projections were made to the 1980 time period. These
advanced processes are in constant and rapid evolution_ hence_
the updating of the preliminary tradeoffs is a continuing effort.
1. Power supply. - The estimated power demand for the
module is approximately 5 kW of electrical power_ which will
be furnished by an isotope-Rankine power supply. It is antici-
pated that plutonium-238 will be the source isotope and that
Dowtherm A will be the working fluid in the Rankine cycle. This
power system_ when used in a thermally integrated configuration
with the life-support subsystems_ will weigh 2_076 ibs and
occupy a volume of approximately 19 ft 3 (refs. 15 and 16).
2. Food supply. - The food management subsystem is based
on the utilization of dehydrated (primarily freeze-dried) and
other room-temperature stable foods_ to eliminate requirements
for freezers_ refrigerators_ and ovens or other cooking equip-
ment (ref. 17). All that is needed in the way of facilities and
equipment is a food storage volume_ a packaging technique_ and
a water heater and cooler with a metered (i.i ib/man-day) dispens-
ing device. Considering a food requirement of 1.4 Ib/man-day_
a mission duration of 180 days_ and a crew size of four_ the
total food storage parameters would be as follows:
Food Weight = Specific food consumption x crew size
x mission duration
- 1.4 x 4 x 180 = i_010 ib
The food supply is assumed to be packaged with an average
density of 17.5 ib/ft _. Based on this allocation_ the required
storage volume is 57.6 ft 3.
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TABLE VI I I
LIFE SUPPORTREQUIREMENTS
Requirement Design
Metabolic Input
Oxygen ...........
Drinking Water .......
Food (including mixing . . .
water)
Metabolic Output
Carbon Dioxide .......
Feces ............
Urine ............
Perspiration and
Respiration ........
Heat ............
Environmental Control
Cabin Temperature ......
Relative Humidity ......
Total Pressure .......
Oxygen Partial Pressure . . .
Nitrogen Partial Pressure . .
Carbon Dioxide Partial
Pressure .........
Atmospheric Circulation . . .
Wash Water ..........
Total Atmospheric Leakage . . .
Make Up: Oxygen .......
Nitrogen ......
Water ........
Carbon Dioxide . . .
1.84 ib/man-day
6.10 ib/man-day
2.50 ib/man-day
(3_000 calories)
2.20 ib/man-day
0.45 Ib/man-day
3.20 Ib/man-day
3.00 ib/man-day
iI_000 Btu/man-day
75OF
50 %
7.0 psia
3.5 psia
3.5 psia
Less than 5.0 mm Hg
50 ft3/min
15.0 ib/man-day
4.00 ib/day
2.13 ib/day
1.72 ib/day
0.06 ib/day
0.09 ib/day
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3. Water reclamation. - The human fluid wastes (wash watery
urine_ and condensate) would be converted to potable water by a
distillation process. An additional vapor-pyrolysis step would
be needed for the urine purification cycle. A separate collection
of all water sources is recommended because of the added pyrolysis
step_ and because the purifying agents added to each cycle vary
in degree and type (ref. 19).
After processing_ the potable water can be pumped to a
combined storage point at the top of the module.
For comparative purposes_ if no water reclamation subsystems
were used_ the total water required would be as follows:
Open Water Supply = 22.2 ib/man-day x 4 men x 180 days
= 16_000 ib
It is recommended that at least one-sixth (one month's
demand) of the open water supply be carried in storage. This
will include the make-up requirement of 0.9 ib/man-day_ or
648 ib total_ and will aid in maintainfng a low bacteria count
and contaminant level within the storage volume_ as well as
allow a reasonable margin of safety from water processing equip-
ment malfunction.
The storage volume for the water supply was derived as
follows:
1 16_000 42.7 ft 3
Storage Volume = _ x 62.4 -
The total atmospheric-distillation water reclamation system
will weigh 171 ib and occupy a volume of about 8 ft 3.
4. Carbon dioxide removal. - The system chosen for analysis
was the molecular sieve composed of synthetic-zeolite. The sieve
cannot be used alone since it has a higher affinity for water
than it has for C02_ thus a drying step must be added which uses
silica-gel to remove the moisture from the incoming air.
Two silica-gel molecular sieve branches are connected in
parallel so that when one is absorbing CO2_ the other branch
is desorbing CO 2.
The anticipated weight and volume of the system are 60 ib_
and 3.0 ft 3 respectively (ref. 20).
5. Oxyqen recovery. - The system chosen for analysis is
a methanation reaction defined as follows:
CO 2 + 4H 2 --_ CH 4 + 2H20
This reaction is called a Sabatier reaction_ whereby CO 2 is
combined with hydrogen to produce water and methane. The water
is then electrolyzed to produce 02 and the methane is either
burned or dumped overboard.
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This method has several advantages:
® High overall reaction efficiency (99%)
o Low temperature reaction (550°F) _ and hence
a low start-up power requirement
• Low weight (64 ib)
® Requires no carbon removal from the reactor
The methane produced in the reaction could be further reduced
to carbon and hydrogen_ however_ this would bring back the problem
of carbon removal.
It would be more efficient to burn off the methane and use
the reaction as incinerator for waste materials such as paper_
tissue_ whiskers_ etc.
6. Waste manaqement. - Urine will be handled as described
in section 5.D.3. There will_ however_ be an additional temporary
storage area for direct collection and later processing by the
urine water-reclamation system.
No attempt will be made to obtain water from the fecal
wastes. It is not anticipated that this process will be available
or necessary by mission time.
The fecal wastes will be stored temporarily_ then transferred
to a drying unit before final storage. The total feces to be
stored is derived as follows:
Feces Storage Weight -- (0.45 ib/man-day)(4 men)(180 days)
= 324 ib
This can be stored at a density of 50 ib/ft3_ hence:
Feces Storage Volume - 324 6.5 ft 3
50 -
The equipment necessary to accomplish the transfer and drying
will weigh approximately 185 Ib and occupy 6 ft 3.
7. Thermal control. - The selection of a temperature control
method is dependent on the module heat loading. This heat loading
is itself a function of the equipment being selected. For this
reason the sizing calculations for the thermal control subsystem
are presented in a later section on thermal control which takes
into account the factors mentioned.
8. Humidity control. - To maintain the relative humidity
level within the module at a comfortable level of 50%_ moisture
generated within the module must be removed.
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The water comes from three sources:
® Crew activity (respiration and perspiration)
® Control processes (water reclamation_ thermal
control_ etc.)
® Crew functions (showers_ food preparations_ etc.)
The method selected is the simplest method of moisture
removal_ that of a cooler-condenser operating at approximately
45°F. The system weighs about 20 ib and occupies about 2 ft3
of space.
9. Contaminant control. - The atmospheric contaminant
control subsystem must be made up of several components to
remove different types of contamination.
An electrostatic precipitator will be used to remove sus-
pended particulate matter such as dust. An activated charcoal
filter will be used for removal of odors and noxious or toxic
gases. For bacteriological contaminants_ an "absolute filter"
will be used in combination with ultraviolet lamps to destroy
the spores and bacteria trapped in the filter.
The total system will weigh approximately 2.50 ib and occupy
1.5 ft 3 of space.
i0. Atmospheric circulation. - In addition to normal ducting_
space must be allocated for a blower to handle approximately
50_ft3/min of module air. A duplicate of this blower will be
installed in case of a malfunction. The two blowers will weigh
about 32 ib and occupy 4 ft 3.
ii. Atmospheric supply. - A preliminary analysis was made
to obtain baseline weight and volume figures for oxygen and
nitrogen storage.
The water vapor and carbon dioxide concentrations are
neglected for this evaluation.
It was assumed that the airlock would be used once a week
for the duration of the mission or a total of 24 times. One
egress and ingress cycle requires 21.5 ib of oxygen and 18.8 Ib
of nitrogen (ref. 21). It was further assumed that gaseous
storage in spherical tanks will be used. From the standpoint
of weighty this may appear to be a poor choice. However, it
does present potential advantages over the cryogenic method for
long term storage_ since pressure decay and boiling vent losses
do not occur_ and the storage is at higher pressure allowing
instantaneous and rapid use. For this study_ we are not attempt-
ing to make a firm selection in this area. We do know that by
using either supercritical or subcritical cryogenic storage_ the
total weight of the gaseous storage technique could possibly be
compensated by the added reliability.
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To determine the tankage weight and volume for gaseous
storage_ a pressure of 8_000 psi was chosen for the storage
of oxygen (note Figure 15)_ and a pressure of 3_000 psi was
chosen for the storage of nitrogen (note Figure 16). With
the information derived from Figures 15 and 16_ plots for
oxygen and nitrogen tank weight were made. These are shown
in Figures 17 and 18.
The oxygen balance is as follows:
Metabolic Input
Atmospheric Leakage
Average Airlock Losses
02 Recovery System
+7.36 ib/day
+ 2.13 Ib/day
+ 2.86 ib/day
-5.76 ib/day
Storage +6.59 ib/day
Oxygen Storage Weight = 6.59 x 180
From Figure 15 Oxygen Storage Volume
= l_190 ib
= 31.0 ft 3
From Figure 17 Oxygen Tankage Weight = i_810 lb
Nitrogen is not consumed in the metabolic process_ hence
the only supply needed is for leakage and airlock losses. The
nitrogen balance is as follows:
Atmospheric Leakage
Average Airlock Losses
+1.72 ib/day
+2.51 ib/day
Storage +4.23 ib/day
Nitrogen Storage Weight = 4.23 x 180 = 762 lb
From Figure 16 Nitrogen Storage Volume = 57.4 ft 3
From Figure 18 Nitrogran Tankage Weight= 945 lb
The weights and volumes for each of the subsystems discussed
in the preceding paragraphs is summarized in Table IX.
E. Concluding Remarks
The information presented in this section_ along with that
of Appendix A_ has permitted us to develop a general configuration
for the module and to identify and assess_ on a preliminary basis_
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TABLE IX
SUBSYSTEMVOLUMEANDWEIGHTSUMMARY
Subsystem
Power Supply ..........
Food Supply ..........
Water Supply ..........
Water Reclamation .......
CO2 Removal ..........
CO2 Reduction and 02 Recovery. .
Feces Processing ........
Thermal Control .........
Volume_
ft 3
28.0
57.6
42.3
8.0
3.0
5.0
6.0
6.0
Humidity Control ........
Contaminant Control ......
Atmospheric Circulation ....
Oxygen (includes tankage) ....
Nitrogen (includes tankage). . .
2.0
1.5
4.0
31.0
57.4
Weight_
ib
3_080
i_152
2_640
171
6O
64
185
700
20
25
32
3_000
i_707
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the subsystems essential in meeting the extended mission require-
ments. The scope_of this section has been confined to the
development of broad guidelines and basic system characteristics
pertinent to module design.
In the next section_ we will provide a more detailed justi-
fication of the subsystems used in this section of the report.
6. SUBSYSTEMTRADEOFFSTUDIES
A. Life-Support System
i. Oxvqen recovery methods. - All recent manned earth
orbiting missions have had to contend with the removal of meta-
bolic CO 2 contents in the cabin atmosphere. These past missions_
however_ have been comparatively short in duration and the CO 2
production rate of 2.20 ib/man-day could be handled simply by
carrying an amount of LiOH on board equal to the amount of CO 2
produced during the mission. LiOH combines with CO 2 to produce
Li2CO 3 and H20 _ which then must be stored throughout the mission.
For extended mission conditions_ large amounts of CO 2 are
generated_ and large quantities of oxygen are required for the
basic metabolic process over the duration of the mission. In
current applications such as nuclear long range submarines_
where no particular oxygen storage weight problem exists_ the
CO 2 is removed by using monoethanolamine which is then freed of
CO 2 by boiling. This process does not lend itself to space
applications since the CO 2 has to either be stored or dumped
which_ in either case_ represents a loss in oxygen. It becomes
advantageous in extended mission technology to not only remove
the CO 2 produced inside the cabins_ but to find a means of
regenerating the 0 2 consumed in the metabolic process_ preferably
by reduction of CO 2.
Water is also given off in the metabolic waste products and
could be used as a source of oxygen production. However_ the
collection of respiration and perspiration involves a certain
amount of purification and_ thus_ lends itself more suitably to
use in the potable water regenerating system. Thus_ the best
way of closing the oxygen loop is through the reduction of carbon
dioxide.
There are many methods of generating oxygen through the re-
duction of carbon dioxide. They all depend on first having
obtained reasonably pure CO 2 from the cabin air. The CO 2 concen-
tration technique that has had the most development and_ conse-
quently_ which holds the most promise_ is the solid adsorbent
technique using regenerable synthetic zeolite. Zeolite has a
higher affinity for water than it does for CO2_ thus_ a separate
water-adsorbent bed must be used upstream. Either zeolite or
silica-gel could be used_ however_ silica-gel is preferred
because it has a lower desorption energy.
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The basic four-bed system_ shown schematically in Figure 19_
operates as follows. The air to be processed is first dried in
a desiccant bed; the flow is then cooled since the adsorption
characteristics of synthetic zeolites are poor for warm beds;
it next enters the molecular sieve bed_ where CO 2 is removed.
The process gas is then circulated through the second silica-gel
bed_ where it picks up the water adsorbed during the previous
cycle. Finally_ the air from which the CO 2 has been removed is
exhausted from the system _nd returned to the module air. While
one molecular sieve bed is adsorbing_ the second is regenerated
by thermal desorption. To envision the alternate mode of opera-
tion_ simply rotate all valves 90 ° clockwise. Under actual
operating conditions_ this takes place at approximately 40
minute intervals (ref. 23).
All the CO 2 reduction systems to be considered must be
used in combinations with a CO 2 concentration unit that provides
a reasonably pure CO 2 feed.
Six basic systems that involve current study for space
application were evaluated_ using as a basis for comparison the
following factors in their order of relative importance:
(i) reliability_ (2) weighty (3) power_ (4) volume and (5) main-
tenance.
The reactions evaluated were:
® The Sabatier reaction
® The Sabatier reaction with methane decomposition
® The Bosch reaction
® The molten electrolyte cell
® The solid electrolyte cell
• Thermal decomposition
The first three are indirect conversion processes_ and the
last three are direct.
Table X shows a comparison of the processes including basic
reaction data. Table XI gives a general summary of the advantages
and disadvantages of each subsystem type.
a. Sabatier reaction: The basic Sabatier cycle r with ideal
flow rates_ is shown schematically in Figure 20. CO 2 is reduced
by hydrogenation over a catalyst of nickel deposited on Kieselguhr
to form methane and water. Note that no carbon is produced in
this reaction. The water is then electrolyzed to generate oxygen
and produce more hydrogen to support the reactor. The methane
can be dumped overboard or used for the incineration of various
waste materials. As can be seen from Figure 20_ the electrolysis
of water produces only one-half of the hydrogen required for the
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Sabatier reactor_ hence_ storage of the other one-half is
required. The Bosch reaction is exothermic and takes place at
550OF. It is now well established that nickel catalysts promote
the reaction at efficiencies as high as i00 percent if the
temperature is maintained at this level. Figure 21 shows the
variation in the amount of CO 2 reacted with the temperature of
the reaction. The Sabatier reaction gives off 1770 Btu per ib
of carbon dioxide processed and is self-supporting.
b. Sabatier with methane decomposition: A candidate
reaction cycle is shown in Figure 22 which makes use of the
methane that would be dumped by use of the pure Sabatier trans-
fer. The methane is decomposed by a high temperature process
described as methane "cracking." The hydrogen obtained is
used to fulfill the total requirements of the Sabatier reactor_
thus forming a closed loop system. On the surface_ this apprears
to Solve the major disadvantage of the pure Sabatier reaction_
but there is a new problem of carbon build-up in the reactor
which reduces the "cracking" efficiency. Catalyst activity de-
teriorates rapidly as the carbon-to-catalyst ratio increases
above a value of 2:1. In addition to this_ the added power to
perform the cracking operation is quite high.
If the carbon were to remain in the cracking reactor (100%
of CH 4 is reacted) _ then the build-up could be handled more
effectively since the primary Sabatier reaction would not be
affected. However_ the methane cracking will not be complete_
and some methane will thus be carried over to the Sabatier
reactor which will then reduce the conversion efficiency of
the Sabatier reactor_ and subsequently through the following
reactions_
CO 2 + CH 4 --9 2 CO + 2H 2
2CO + 2H 2 --_ CO 2 + C + 2H 2
carbon will be deposited in the Sabatier reactor. This reactor
is highly sensitive to carbon build-up on the catalyst_ and
plugging occurs at a carbon-to-catalyst ratio of about 0.5.
Another item of concern is the material problem surrounding
the cracking reactor. Recent tests have shown that metal alloys
such as columbium_ titanium_ Hastelloy and Waspaloy are degraded
at 2000°F when subjected to the environment of methane pyrolysis
(ref. 12). This suggests the possibility that a ceramic material
may have to be used in the reaction zone_ resulting in a very
severe weight penalty.
There are various other schemes suggested for accomplishing
the methane decomposition. One scheme_ by Isomet Corporation_
forms acetylene (C2H2) and H 2 in an electric arc furnace. The
H 2 is separated by a palladium filter and is recycled to the
Sabatier reactor. Carbon formed in the arc process presents a
handling problem and also tends to short out the arc. Power
consumption was estimated to be 400 watts_ which is quite high.
In addition_ the system has not been developed to any extent.
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This method has all the disadvantages of the methane crack-
ing procedure just described_ plus the fact that material balance
is not achieved since hydrogen is expelled in the form of acety-
lene.
Another method suggests reacting the by-products of the
Sabatier reactor (after cooling and water separation) with CO 2
in a catalytic reactor to produce carbon_ water and CO 2. By
processing part of the CO 2 in the methanation reactor and
CO2-CH 4 reactor_ the load on the methanation reactor is reduced.
The reaction by-product with the water removed_ may be recirculated
into the CO2-CH 4 reactor to obtain higher efficiencies. This
method also has the same carbon removal and catalyst consumption
problem_ and again defeats the primary objective of obtaining
a material balance.
It_ therefore_ appears that the methane cracking method is
preferable to the formation of acetylene or further reaction of
the Sabatier by-products with CO 2.
c. Bosch reaction: The one-step Bosch cycle is shown in
Figure 23. The complete reduction of CO 2 to C and H20 is
unfortunately not achieved in one step. Several other reactions
take place in the reactor_ namely:
CO 2 + 4H 2 --_ CH 4 + 2H20
CO 2 + H 2 ---> CO + H20
CO + 3H 2 ---> CH 4 + H20
The above reactions may represent from 30 to 98 percent of the
recycle load necessary for complete conversion. It is also known
that the water formation reactions proceed at low efficiency if
methane is not present. Thus_ the one-pass conversion efficiencies
are low_ and recycling of the product gases after removal of water
is necessary. Also_ the recycle gases must be dried to low dew
points since the Bosch reactor is very sensitive to the presence
of water in the inlet stream. The basic reaction is exothermic
at approximately 27 W/man and a temperature of II00°F.
The removal of carbon is currently the major problem con-
fronting designers of systems operating on this cycle. Advanced
methods of handling carbon removal make use of iron catalysts
in the form of rotating disks which after carbon collection are
then passed by stationary scrapers. The dislodged carbon is
then blown downstream by the recycle gas flow to a regenerable
stainless steel filter. Another advanced method attempts to
blow carbon off the catalyst_ charge it electrostatically_ and
then hold the carbon in the reactor by means of an electromagnet
(ref. 23).
Carbon-to-catalyst ratios on the order of 20 to 1 have been
reported when the catalyst was present in the form of steel wool.
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It seems reasonable to conclude that for missions of 6 months
duration_ several changes of the catalysts will have to be made_
and will probably require shutdown of the Bosch reac£or.
d. Molten carbonate cell: The molten electrolyte systems
are in a very early stage of development and currently are being
demonstrated in the laboratory only. The basic process is shown
in Figure 24. Carbon dioxide is introduced into an electrolytic
cell containing a eutectic mixture of LiCl and Li2CO 3 at about
940°F; oxygen is collected at the anode and carbon is deposited
on the cathode. A major problem is the removal of the hard
carbon from the cathode_ which could necessitate the periodic
replacement of the complete cathode element.
The primary advantage of the system is that oxygen is
recovered in a direct single step. The penalty we pay is that
a substantial power input (530 W/man) is required and the
electrolytic efficiency is only about 20 percent. Either
electrical or thermal power is also required to maintain the
mixture at the eutectic temperature. The problems of mixing
and separation in a zero -g field were not considered for the
Mars surface application.
e. Solid electrolyte cell: This system_too_ is in a very
early stage of development and hence_ for purposes of comparison_
must be projected operationally to the 1980 time period. The
basic electrolysis reaction is
2CO 2 _ 2CO + 0 2
A solid electrolyte such as ZrO 2 - Y203 is impermeable to
molecular gas flow and thus_ the electrolyte acts like a charged
catalyst relative to the above reaction.
An operating temperature of about 1800°F is required to
permit oxygen migration (ref. 12).
The advantage of this type of system is that oxygen is
produced in a single step without the need for electrolysis.
This reaction is unlike the molten electrolyte in that half of
the oxygen produced appears in the form of carbon monoxide.
Thus_ in order to recover all of the oxygen available_ the carbon
monoxide can be converted to oxygen and carbon dioxide by the use
of a catalytic reaction. If the reactor is not included_ oxygen
lost in the form of CO would result in a large weight penalty.
The disadvantages of using this cycle can now be shown through
the use of Figure 25.
With the reactor now included_ the old problems of carbon
removal and catalyst consumption are back again. The system
now has acquired many of the disadvantages of the Bosch cycle
or the Sabatier cycle with methane decomposition.
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The system requires a high power level both for maintaining
the high temperature electrolytic cell and the necessary dc
charge.
Another very critical problem is that of improving contact
between the electrodes and the electrolyte to reduce the electrical
resistance of the cell.
f. Thermal decomposition: The molecular structure of
carbon dioxide has a very high thermal stability. As a result_
direct thermal decomposition of carbon dioxide into carbon and
oxygen requires about 3900 Btu/ib of CO 2 at a temperature of
67600F.
Figure 26 shows that even at a temperature of 10_000°F_ only
20% of the CO 2 is decomposed and this goes into carbon monoxide
and oxygen rather than carbon and oxygen. Thus_ we are forced
to add an additional reactor as was done in the case of the
solid electrolyte to convert carbon monoxide to carbon and
carbon dioxide. The flow diagram for this system is shown in
Figure 27. It can be seen that the problems of the solid
electrolyte system are derived again_ namely_ carbon deposit
and catalyst consumption. Refractory metal s_ such as Mo_ Ta and
W_would be oxidized in the decomposition process_ thus forcing
us to use ceramic material. This excessive weight p_nalty_ along
with the associated high temperature and power required_ makes
this system very undesirable for our application.
g. Concluding remarks: Although the three direct processes
for CO 2 reduction discussed are each in a very early stage of
development_ analysis of these systems shows that the main
problem of excessive power consumption will probably not be
solved in time for the manned Mars surface mission.
The three indirect processes compared in Table XII_ will be
highly competitive for most manned missions within this time
period.
The Bosch system and the Sabatier system with methane
cracking_ both have the problem of carbon removal_ which will
probably necessitate scheduled shutdown periods. In addition
to this_ they have a larger component weight_ volume_ and power
requirement than the open loop Sabatier process.
Because of the low weight of hydrogen gas needed to balance
the cycle_ it is not felt that the storage of the amount required
for the six month mission_ poses a serious restriction on the
use of the pure Sabatier cycle. Continuous_ highly efficient_
low power operation can be obtained with excellent reliability
for the duration of the mission. Also_ the methane can be used
for the incineration of waste material before dumping. For
these reasons_ the Sabatier cycle without methane decomposition
was chosen for the Mars surface mission.
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B. Environmental Control System
i. Summary. - The environmental control system primarily
involves temperature control and moisture control. Secondary
requirements are for odor and contaminant control (see section
5.D. 9.). The selection of an adequate thermal control system
initially requires that a reasonably accurate heat balance be
performed for the module_ taking into account such factors as
the heat transfer through the module wall and the heat given
off interior to the module by the various life-support components.
Moisture control will be accomplished as part of the thermal
control system.
2. External heat load. - The heat_ Q_ dissipated from the
interior of the module can be defined by the following general
formula:
Q = UA{T
where U is defined as the overall coefficient of heat transfer_
or heat transferred per unit time per unit area_ per degree.
Thus_ the heat transferred through any specific wall configuration
is completely defined once the interior and exterior design
temperatures are selected. To be completely rigorous_ the wall
is defined as an infinitely flat composite structure. The wall
can be made up of several different materials with different
values of conductivity. If the material thicknesses are given
by Xl_ x2_ x3_ etc. _ and the conductivities kl_ k2_ k3_ etc. _
U is then defined by the following general expression:
1
U =
1 x I x 2 1
+ + +. + _
The terms fo and fi are the surface conductances of the
inside and outside surfaces respectively_ and are in general_
a function of surface roughness_ wind velocity and mean wall
temperature. The terms in the denominator_ i/f. and i/f1 o
produce very small numbers compared to the primary insulation
terms Xl/k I and x2/k 2 and_ for all practical purposes_ can be
neglected. Also_ for high wind velocities as is anticipated
on Mars_ the surface conductance terms are much smaller_ due to
Thus_ U can be simply writtena thinner gaseous film layer.
as:
U = 1
x I x 2
There is no appreciable temperature drop across the three
aluminum shell layers shown in Figure 28_ due to the high
conductivity and small thickness of aluminum. These terms were
also neglected in the above formula. The major and minor
diameters of the proposed ellipsoidal module configuration are
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very large as compared to the wall thickness. Thus_ plane wall
transfer can be assumed with the inclusion of only a slight
error. The total surface area was obtained in the appendix
calculations.
The design AT considers the minimum equatorial temperature
estimate (ref. i).
1
Q = 8.54 1 AAT
0.25 + 12 (0.02)
Q -- 0.0261(1186)(224)
Q = 6930 Btu/hr
This figure represent the maximum transfer through the module
wall. The daily heat transfer fluctuation is shown in Figure 29.
3. Interior heat load. - For complete heat balance_ the
heat given off by the processes_ personnel and other items
interior to the module_ must be considered. These elements
are summarized in Table XIII. It can be seen that they contri-
bute about 14_885 Btu/hr on the average to the interior of the
module.
4. Thermal control requirements. - From this gross analysis_
it can be seen that the thermal control system must remove heat
from the interior to maintain the 70°F nominal temperature level.
Thus_ the worst condition for cooling occurs when the shelter is
dissipating the least amount of heat_ or in other words_ when
the temperature outside the module reaches a maximum. This occurs
at approximately 300°K (80°F) at this temperature 310 Btu/hr
add to the interior loading. Thus_ the cooling loop must be
able to handle at least 15_195 Btu/hr.
5. Thermal control system. - It has been shown through
the heat balance calculations that the basic function of the
thermal control system will always be to cool the module_ the
highest cooling condition occurring when the external temperature
reaches 80°F. The most moderate cooling condition occurs when
the outside temperature reaches -150°F at night. This suggests
that the basic cooling system should neither be completely
active nor passive_ but rather employ both an active peak cycle
transfer loop and a passive external loop_ taking advantage
of the low external temperature at night. Hence_ the active
system would only have to operate while the outside temperature
was above approximately 20°F_ or about 8 hours out of the 24-hour
day. Transfer could then be made to an external radiator-
convector system requiring only pump power. The basic configura-
tion would be as shown in Figure 30 with valves A and B set for
time-cycle operation corresponding to an external temperature
of 20°F. The module cooling would be accomplished by means
of a heat exchanger in the primary module air circuit. This
is the ideal transfer point since this air should be cooled before
entry into the CO 2 concentration unit for maximum efficiency.
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TABLE XI I I
MODULE INTERIOR HEAT LOADING
Element
CO 2 Concentration ..........
CO 2 Reduction - 02 Generation ....
Contaminant Control .........
Atmospheric Circulation .......
Thermal Control ...........
Wash Water Recovery .........
Metabolic & Urine Water Recovery . .
Feces Processing ..........
Food Preparation ..........
Hygiene ...............
Equipment and Lighting .......
Instrumentation ...........
Personnel (4) ............
TOTAL .........
Heat Load_
Btu/hr
5_083
i_333
273
i_020
i_360
48
185
584
144
205
2_530
290
i_830
14_885
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The air temperature leaving the module air-heat exchanger
must be kept above 32°F to prevent the condensate from freezing
in the heat exchanger or the water separator unit. The heat
exchanger thus acts as t_e dehumidifier in the respiration-
perspiration metabolic water regeneration cycle shown in
Figure 31,
It is desirable to keep the exit air temperature below
50°F to prevent excessively moist air from entering the CO2
concentration unit since the first step is one of drying under
passage through silica-gel beds.
The basic active-refrigeration cycle is shown in Figure 32.
The cycle is made up of four steps: compressor work_ condensa-
tion_ expansion_ and evaporation. Evaporation takes place in
the primary air heat exchange unit and condensation is at
atmospheric temperature. Freon ii is a common fluid used in
this cycle with Td _ 150°F.
The system to be used in conjunction with the active cycle
is shown in Figure 33. The velocity of the fluid (which should
ideally be Freon ii to reduce the complexity of the primary air
heat exchanger) must be varied to compensate for the variation
in external temperature and prevent an excessively low exit
air temperature. The final semi-active vapor-liquid cycle is
shown in Figure 34.
The atmospheric condenser should be located external to the
module to reduce the heat loading and take advantage of the high
wind velocity and low temperature. This same external exchanger
could then be used for passive cooling.
Figure 35 shows the diurnal cooling profile to be handled
by the thermal control system. Coolant is also needed in areas
other than the primary air heat exchanger as shown in Figure 36.
Coolant loops should be provided for the Sabatier reactor_ the
Sabatier cycle condenser_ the condensers used in the two water
purification cycles_ the silica-gel after coolers_ and drinking
water. A summary of the equipment cooling requirement is shown
in Table XIV_ and amounts to an additional i0_654 Btu/hr super-
imposed on the basic cooling requirements indicated in Figure 35.
The final design profile shown in Figure 37 is the total required
cooling load for the active portion of the thermal control loop.
The active portion of the thermal control system must be
capable of handling approximately 2_000 Btu/hr at normal peak
conditions. This amounts to 7.63 kW of thermal energy. The
subsystem curves are presented in Figure 38. This shows a system
weight of approximately 700 Ib_ a radiator area of 250 ft2_ and
an electrical power input of 2.5 kW for a compressor outlet
temperature of 150°F. This value of 2.5 kW represents the normal
peak load condition for the active portion of the thermal control
cycle throughout the Martian day. The passive mode of operation
requires an average of only 114 W of pump power. This gives an
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TABLE XIV
EQUIPMENT COOLING REQUIREMENTS
Equipment
Sabatier reactor .....
Sabatier condenser . . . . .
Condenser I (wash) .....
Condenser II (urine) ....
Silica-gel after coolers . .
Water cooler ........
Electronic equipment and
lighting .........
TOTAL
Heat Removal_
Btu/hr
648
352
562
282
4_510
30
4_270
i0_654
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overall average of 1.2 kW of power used for the purpose of thermal
control which was obtained from the total thermal profile presented
in Figure 39.
C. Power System
i. Thermoelectric conversion system. - Thermoelectric
systems are now being used or considered for applications where
power requirements are from a few watts to several kilowatts.
Thermoelectric conversion devices can be used with either solar
or nuclear energy sources_ depending on factors such as cost_
availability_ solar intensity_ and application. Long life_
low cost_ radiation resistance and advanced state of development
are some of the major advantages of the thermoelectric system.
The thermoelectric (Peltier) effect has been known for
many years. Until recently_ the development of thermoelectric
devices has been handicapped by the low mechanical strength and
poor chemical stability of the thermoelectric materials. Through
continuous development of semi-conductor materials _ these problems
have been solved. However_ the overall efficiency of all state-
of-the-art thermoelectric power systems remains significantly
low. Of the thermoelectric materials being investigated_ alloys
of lead and tellurium (PbTe) have received the most attention.
They have a comparatively high figure of merit_ but are quite
brittle and very sensitive to impurities. The figure of merit_
Z_ for thermoelectric elements is expressed as:
S 2
Z -- --
pk
where
Z = figure of merit (°c-l)
S = Seebeck voltage coefficient (V/°C)
p = electrical resistivity (ohm-cm)
k -- thermal conductivity (W/cm-°C)
An alloy of germanium and silicon (GeSi) is a newer material
and is receiving considerable attention for space application
because of its higher mechanical strength_ higher resistance to
oxidation_ very slight degradation and promise of higher operat-
ing temperature. The figure of merit for GeSi is_ however_
only one-half of that of PbTe alloys; however_ the possibility
of longer useful life and reduction of weight of waste heat
radiators due to higher operating temperature might make GeSi
alloys quite competitive in space applications.
Figures 40 and 41 show the figures of merit for PbTe and GeSi
alloys respectively for various operating temperatures. A
comparison between these and other materials for thermoelectric
properties is given in Table XV.
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Thermoelectric elements can be made to achieve efficiencies
of about 12%. However_ the overall efficiency of the conversion
system (which depends on many factors such as method of heat
transport_ merit of design_ temperature of operation and waste
heat) varies from about 2 to 5%. The efficiency and specific
power (W/ib) of thermoelectric conversion is dependent on
thermal power density (W/cm z) as depicted in Figure 42.
The overall system efficiency is also significantly lower
than other energy conversion systems under study_ and we do not
feel that these systems will be competitive for the Mars surface
application.
For the Mars surface application_ the most effective use of
thermoelectric energy conversion would be in combination with
either a Radioisotope (RTG) or a reactor power source. The
difficulty_ however_ is that the RTG devices_ although very
reliable_ have a very low power output level. The SNAP-9A_ a
25 W RTG_ has been flown on a Navy navigation satellite. The
first NASA use of RTG's is on Nimbus B; two SNAP-19 units_ 30 W
each_ are used for secondary power. One reactor system_ the
SNAP-10A although not used in an actual mission_ has been test
flown. The power output_ however_ is still only 500 W. Larger
systems are now being developed_ but it does not appear that
they will be mission capable by the mid 1980's.
2. Radioisotope system. - A considerable amount of informa-
tion and design data is available for application of radio-
isotopes to space power generating systems. Radioisotopes as
a source of energy have been strongly considered for missions
such as unmanned interplanetary probes_ lunar orbiting vehicles_
communication satellites_ and manned space laboratories and
other long duration space missions requiring electrical power
outputs of a few kilowatts.
The energy source of the radioisotope power system is heat
that results from the natural decay of radioactive material.
Radioisotopes_ as found in nature_ are obtained as by-products
from a fission reactor or can be produced by artificial trans-
mutation with neutron irradiation. They decay by emitting
energetic particles (_ or _) or electromagnetic radiations;
these are subsequently converted to thermal energy during
absorption.
The major advantages offered by radioisotopic fuels are:
• Can be used in any environment
® No power storage requirement
• Flexible in operation
• Long operational use
• Compact
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o Heat available to maintain equipment thermal
balance
Highly reliable
The disadvantages associated with radioisotopic system
usage are:
o Safety requirements
® Availability
o Possible costs
Unfamiliarity to users
Possible interference with experiments
Polonium-210_ plutonium-238_ promethium-147_ strontium-90
and cerium-144 are the five most studied isotopes for space
applications. The selection of isotopes for a particular system
is normally based on the following criteria:
® Fuel power density must be sufficient to match
the requirements of the power system
o Decay rate should be compatible with the required
operating time of the system
o Must be available in sufficient quantities to
meet inventory requirements
Q Emitted radiation and shielding requirements
must be compatible with maximum crew dose and
ground handling requirements
a. Fuel power density: Power density is determined by
the choice of the energy conversion system. In general_ a
thermoelectric converter_ or any dynamic system can operate
with any isotope regardless of its power density. However_ low
system efficiency and high weight results when low power density
fuels are used. In contrast_ thermionic converters operating
at temperatures higher than 1200°C require isotopes with power
densities greater than 5 W/cm 3. As shown in Table XVI_ Po210
has the highest power density (1210 W/cm 3) and is highly consi-
dered for short mission duration from the standpoint of cost_
compactness_ and radiation emission as will be discussed later.
b. Isotope life: As an isotope decays and emits energy_
the source strength decreases in an exponential manner. To
maintain a certain minimum power level_ the heat source is
normally oversized to allow for this degradation. If consi-
derable excess energy is available at the start of the mission
(100% excess energy is considered the maximum)_ it is usually
88
rejected by dumping the heat directly from the source. The
half life of the five isotopes under discussion vary from as
low as 138 days for Po 210 to as high as 89.6 years for Pu 238
as shown also in Table XVI.
c. Fuel availability: Fuel availability is fundamental
and very important. Many uses have been already planned for
the more desirable radioisotopes_ and priorities have to be
established for their use. Production rates by fiscal year
are shown in Table XVII. The maximum availability of any of
these fuels is ultimately limited by the raw material except
in the case of Po 210 where there is an abundant supply of its
raw material_ bismuth. Table XVIII shows the total potential
isotope capacity (kWt/Yr). The minimum and maximum predicted
availability of isotope fuels is also depicted in Figures 43
and 44.
It is obvious from these figures that the planned production
rates for all fuels except strontium and cerium are either in-
adequate or marginal. In particular_ the cumulative availability
of Pu 238 will only be 400 kW t by 1980_ as shown in Figure 45.
Twice this amount_ however_ is feasible with additional facilities_
and proper planning (ref. 26).
d. Radiation emission: The safety philosophy for a radio-
isotope space power system_manned or unmanned_ is basically
concerned with the degree of containment and accountability of
the fuel and its radiation. The potential safety problem areas
and their solutions are strongly dependent upon the choice of
isotope and shielding requirements.
Shielding must be provided about the radioisotope heat
source to limit the radiation dose to the crew members. A total
allowable integrated whole body dose of 54 rem has been estab-
lished as an upper limit. This amount should include contribu-
tions by radiation in the environment_ if present. Since the
total system weight is governed by the amount of shielding
required_ it is necessary that an optimum selection of isotope
fuel and shield be made.
Po 210 and Pu 238 are alDha emitters and require very little
shielding. In contrast_ Srg0_ Pm 147 and Ce 144 are beta emitters
accompanied by energetic gamma radiations requiring heavy shield-
ing_ as shown in Figure 46. Comparison of radiation dosages
for alpha and beta emitters can be seen in Tables XIX and XX.
Weight requirements for a Manned Orbiting Laboratory (4 kW e power) _
using different radioisotope fuels with various conversion
systems_ are shown in Table XXI. For example_ a radioisotope-
Bravton system would require 2479 Ib of shield weight using
Sr90_ whereas the same system using Pu 238 would only require
36 ib of shield weight.
e. Isotope fuel cost: Another major consideration is the
estimated cost of production related to limited availability of
isotope fuels_ as shown in Table XXII. The estimated cost for
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TABLE XVI I
RADIOISOTOPE PRODUCTION CAPABILITIES
From ref. 9]
Isotope
1964
po 210
g 50
kW t 7.0
pu 238
kg 6.0
kW t 2.6
pm 147
mC 0.5
kW t 0.18
Sr 90
mC 5
kW t 32.5
Ce 144
mC 3.5
kW t 27.7
FISCAL YEAR
1965 1966
i00 i00
14 14
13 18
5.65 7.8
0.5 0.5
0.18 0.18
5 5
32.5 32.5
3.5 3.5
27.7 27.7
1967
i000
140
24
10.4
0.5
0.18
5
32.5
3.5
27.7
1968 1969
i000 i000
140 140
32 36
13.9 15.65
15 a 30
5.5 II.0
i0 a i0
65 65
50 a i00
350 790
aBased on construction of HIP (Hanford Isotope
Plant) fission product process plant.
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TABLE XVIII
TOTAL POTENTIAL ISOTOPECAPACITYa
IFrom ref. 9_
Isotope
Ce 144
pm 147
Sr 90
pu 238
Potential capacity b kW(t)/yr_ fiscal year
1967 1968 1969 1970
1060 1150 1285 1420
16.5 18.7 21.4 25
93 iii 133 159
12.6 17 19.7 25.8
1971 1972 1974 1980
1630 1840 2395 4990
30 35 49 Iii
189 225 308 695
28 32 39 73
aIncludes government and private sources.
bvalues indicate total quantity of raw material
available_ based on Atomic Energy Commission
estimates from both government and private
reactors.
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TABLE XIX
CHARACTERI STIC S OF An PHA EMITTERS FOR POWER PROD_JCTION
EFrom ref. 33_
I sotope
po 210
238
Pu
Cm 242
Cm 244
Half Life
138 day
86 yr
163 day
18.4 yr
Compound
Metal
Matrix
PuO 2
Cm203
In Metal
Matrix
Compound
Power_
W/g
17.6
0.35
15.5
Dose Rate_
mR/hr a
Bare
760
5
280
Cm203 2.5 600
3 cm U
1.8
0.03
2.0
32.0
aAt 1 meter from 5 kW t source.
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TABLE XX
CHARACTERISTICSOF BETA EMITTERSFOR POWERPRODUCTION
_From ref. 26]
Isotope
Co60
Sr90
Pm147 (c)
Tm170
Half Life
5.27 yr
28 yr
2.67 yr
127 day
Compound
Metal
SrTiO 3
Pro203
Compound
Power_
w/g
3.0 b
0.2
0.3
Dose Rate_
mR/hr a
Tm203 1.75
Bare
3x108
6x106
ixl0 5
4x106
3 cm U
6x106
104
1.0
50
aAt 1 meter from 5 kW t source.
b200 curies/g metal.
CAged - 1 half life.
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TABLE XXII
ISOTOPE COST DATA
_rom ref. 9_
Isotope
po 210 ......
238
PU • • • • • •
pm 147 ......
Sr 90 ......
Ce 144 ......
Projected
costs
$/wt
188
894
486
78
5
Yearly production
rate for
projected costs
I00 g
50 kg
10-30 mc
i0 mc
I00 mc
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various isotopes v_ries considerably. However_ it is quite
apparent that Pu23 _ which seems to be the best choice for
manned missions_ is by far the most expensive as compared to
low cost Sr90_ which requires very heavy shielding for manned
missions.
Although the anticipated cost figure for Pu238 is quite high_
the consideration that it is an alpha emitter (which keeps the
shield weight down) and the very long half life (which yields
a reasonably constant power level throughout the mission) makes
it the most attractive candidate.
We feel that the isotopic power source gives the most
desirable properties for the anticipated Mars surface condi-
tions_ considering such factors as cloud cover and dust storms
which would affect solar cells. It also has distinct advantages
over a nuclear reactor power source from the standpoint of
weight and accessibility.
3. Solar concentrators. - Although solar concentrators
are studied for space power applications utilizing various
static and dynamic power conversion techniques_ the solar-
thermionic system approach appears most promising_ particularly
from the standpoint of cost_ weight_ and size with greatly mini-
mized radiation damage problems.
Pertinent factors which must be realized or considered in
the design and material selection for the different solar concen-
trator configurations are:
o Operating temperature of the energy conversion
device or system
• Efficiency
® Weight per unit projected area
o Specific power: thermal energy per unit
weight at a specific temperature
® Prelaunch storage volume and deployment method
o Optical degradation due to thermal gradients
and space environment effects
• Meteoroid damage to mirror surface
• Dust collection on mirror surface
Among its important characteristics_ a collector must gather
solar radiation efficiently and provide the desired degree of
concentration of the radiation commensurate with the ability of
the conversion system to use the heat.
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Figure 47 shows efficiency as a function of concentration
ratio for six different collector concepts. The concentration
ratio is the ratio of the projected mirror area of the collector
to the aperture area of a cavity heat absorber. Efficiencies
as high as 91% will be attainable by 1970 (ref. 9).
Solid one-piece concentrators_ in 5 and i0 ft sizes_ have
been made with high mirror efficiencies. Concentrators with
25 and 50 ft diameters and high reflectivities will also be
available by 1970.
The collector-absorber efficiency which can be obtained
from any mirror-cavity combination_ is a function of the geometri-
cal and reflective efficiency of the concentrator and the design
temperature of the cavity. At each cavity temperature_ an
optimum entrance diameter can be determined which will result
in the best combination of reradiation losses from the cavity
entrance and losses due to the solar radiation not entering
the entrance. Figure 48 shows a typical family of curves where
the temperature of the cavity ranges from 1600° to 1800°C_ and
the mirror efficiency corresponds to that obtained from concen-
trators at mirror's distance from the sun. The curves show
maximum collector-absorber efficiency and indicate quite clearly
that for large concentrators_ the obtainable system efficiency
is lower. Calculations have been made for determining the
effect of vehicle distance from the sun on the mirror efficiency
(ref. 27); these curves presented in Figure 49 show that good
collector-absorber efficiencies can be obtained at MarS.
One of the principal aims of development to date has been
to construct practical collectors of minimum weight. For six
different collector concepts shown in Figure 47_ the specific
weights are plotted in Figure 50_ and the combined collector-
absorber efficiencies are given in Fiqure 51. The specific
weights vary from 0.40 to 1.04 ib/ft2_ with the collectors hav-
ing the lower weights also having poorer geometries.
The selection of a collector for a given power conversion
system could be based on the specific power_ the ratio of power
to unit weight. Figure 52 shows specific power values for
different cavity temperatures considering solar constant of
130 W/ft 2. In the temperature range of 1500 to 3500°R_ the
inflatable collector delivers the most power per pound because
of its extreme low unit weight.
The mirror weight and diameter requirements for missions at
different distances from the sun are well represented in Figure 53
for different electrical power outputs using thermionic generator.
Solar collector requirements for Mars surface application
are_ however_ subject to the same difficulties as solar cell
systems. The most significant is low solar density_ and possible
loss of energy due to cloud coverage or dust storms. However_
the effects of temperature and radiation exposure are much less
significant as compared to solar cells.
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4. Thermionic power conversion. - A thermionic converter
is a device which converts heat into electricity by utilizing
the thermionic emission of electrons. It is basically a simple
device consisting of a hot (typically 1400-2200°K) emitter
electrode spaced a short distance from a cooler (typically
600-1200°K) collector electrode. Electrons flow from the emitter
across the gap to the collector and then return to the emitter
through an external load where they do useful work.
Thermionic conversion appears promising for space power
because of light weight_ lack of moving parts_ and because the
high collector temperature reduces the size of the radiator
necessary for getting rid of waste heat.
Thermionic systems involving many diodes have a definite
redundancy advantage compared to single pieces of rotating
machinery. Thermionic converters have been studied for future
space applications with sources of energies such as solar con-
centrators_ isotope heat_ and nuclear reactors.
Power output_ efficiency_ and lifetime have been measured
by many organizations_ using an electrically heated Cesium
thermionic converter (ref. 28).
Figure 54 gives a typical family of current-voltage charac-
teristics observed at various cesium reservoir temperatures with
T e (emitter temperature) held fixed. If one optimizes both T c
(collector temperature) and the Cs reservoir temperature_ a maximum
efficiency and a maximum power point can be found for a set of
curves such as in Figure 54. The maximum power point occurs at
a current density of 34 amp/cm 2 and electrode potential of 0.7
volts_ whereas the maximum efficiency occurs at 16 amp/cm 2 and
1 volt.
Heat-to-electrical conversion efficiencies (for the diode
alone) of over 19% have been demonstrated with a corresponding
power density of 10-20 W/cm 2 (ref. 28). Long operating lives
at moderate emitter temperatures have also been demonstrated
in many laboratories.
Because of high efficiency (almost twice that of thermo-
electric converters) _ thermionic conversion is highly considered
in conjunction with radioisotope heat for power loads of up to
i0 kW e .
Studies of power systems using solar energy with thermionic
conversion indicate that a complete system_ solar collector_
thermal storage_ thermionic converter and supporting structure_
would weigh about 80 ib/kW (ref. 28) _ which is quite low compared
to other systems utilizing dynamic energy conversion.
For a system larger than i0 kW_ nuclear reactors appear more
attractive as heat sources for thermionic converters. Studies
by G. E. Vallecitos Laboratory (ref. 29) indicate that such a
system in the power range of i0 kW to 40 kW could be developed.
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Thermionic converters are still in the early development
stages and have many associated design problems which have yet
to be overcome.
One major problem is the fact that a large thermal power
level is required for operation which in turn means a very
heavy nuclear shielding requirement. It is very unlikely that
these systems will be mission capable by the mid 1980's.
5. Brayton cycle. - Low specific weight_ high efficiency
and advanced state of development have broadened interest in
dynamic energy conversion systems. Additional interest in
dynamic components has been generated because some of the large
static power systems also require rotating parts to provide
the function of heat transport. The weight advantage over
static systems becomes particularly noticeable as the power
requirements exceed 1 kW.
Two dynamic systems that are receiving the most investiga-
tion are the Brayton cycle system and Rankine cycle system.
In a Brayton system using argon_ the heat generated by
the source (solar_ radioisotope or nuclear) is transferred to
a heat exchanger and then removed by the argon fluid (see
Figure 13). The argon gas then expands in a turbine which
drives the alternator and compressor. The turbine exhaust
passes through the recuperator and transfers heat to the compres-
sor discharge gas. The gas then flows through the radiator heat
exchanger where it rejects heat to a separate liquid heat trans-
port fluid. The heat transport fluid then rejects the heat
through a radiator. The gas from the radiator heat exchanger
then flows to the compressor_ and returns to the heat source
through the recuperator before repeating the cycle.
The Brayton cycle efficiency is relatively high. Figure 55
shows a plot of Brayton cycle efficiency and optimum compressor
ratio versus the ratio of compressor and turbine inlet tempera-
tures. For these same temperature ratios_ Figure 56 gives the
radiator area and inlet and outlet temperature.
6. Rankine cycle. - The Rankine system differs from the
Brayton system in that it uses a two phase working fluid. The
working fluid in the liquid phase is vaporized by the heat
source. The vapor expands through a turbine which drives the
alternator and condensor pump. The exhaust gas is condensed by
a heat rejection loop and condensed liquid is vaporized again
by the heat source repeating the cycle.
The overall efficiency of the Rankine cycle is somewhat
lower than that of the Brayton and is plotted for different
values of heat rejection temperature in Figure 57. For most
space applications_ the Brayton cycle is generally preferred
over the Rankine cycle due to the problem of phase separation
in a zero-g field. Since we are now dealing with a gravity
condition_ the Rankine system becomes highly competitive. The
primary advantage is the improved heat transfer properties of
a fluid over a gas.
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a. Working fluid: Water_ mercury_ and organic fluids have
been compared for use as the working fluid in the Rankine cycle_
and it has been concluded that the organic fluids are preferable
for the Mars surface application.
For ground applications_ water is the most common working
fluid used in the Rankine cycle. It has the advantage of a high
latent heat_ but the disadvantage of a comparatively low critical
temperature. This reduces the possibility of obtaining high
efficiency with the simple Rankine cycle. In addition_ the
" very high critical pressure increases the weight of the power
plant because of the need for a high pressure boiler.
For Rankine cycle space applications_ the use of mercury
as the working fluid has been under investigation for about
eight years_ and during this time many problems have been
solved. The major concern has been operation in a zero g field
which causes phase separation difficulties with the two-phase
working fluid. Since a gravity field does exist on the Mars
surface_ there should not be a problem of phase separation.
Mercury has a very high critical temperature and moderate
vapor pressures in the high temperature range_ and has been
contained quite successfully for moderate time intervals under
steady state conditions. The expected high system weights
using mercury (due to its high specific gravity) is not reflected
in increased system weight_ since mercury has such excellent
heat transfer properties. This reduces the heat transfer area
required_ and the corresponding weight of working fluid which
must be accommodated. The major drawback for the Mars surface
application is potential leakage and corrosion under extended
mission conditions.
An organic Rankine system has been developed more recently
utilizing biphenyl or Dow-Therm-A. These _luids exhibit the
unique property of a positive slope of the saturated vapor line.
The peculiar shape of the liquid phase region on the temperature-
entropy diagram shown in Figure 58_ means that the turbine is
always operated with superheated vapor. Conventional working
fluids exhibit the normal vapor dome in Figure 59_ indicating
that the turbine inlet gas must be superheated initially to
achieve the same effect. Thus_ the shape of the Dow-Therm-A
vapor dome results in a lower turbine inlet temperature_ greatly
simplifying the development of the radioisotope heat source.
The expansion of the fluid through the turbine takes place
completely in the superheated region and prevents condensation
in the last stages of the turbine. The temperature at the end
of the turbine expansion process is higher than the condensing
temperature_ hence a regenerator can be used to recover some
of the waste heat from the turbine exhaust. This waste heat
can be used to preheat the boiler feed to obtain a higher cycle
efficiency. This cycle of operation is shown in Figure 60.
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The major feasibility question for the Dow-Therm-A working
fluid is that of long-term temperature and radiation breakdown.
The Dow-Therm-A working fluid would receive an integrated dosage
from an isotope heat source of approximately 2 x i0 _ rem from
neutrons_ and 3 x 104 rem from gammas_ for a 120-day mission.
Data obtained from Sundstrand Aviation indicates that these
doses will result in less than one-tenth of one percent degrada-
tion of the Dow-Therm-A. If necessary_ this could be overcome
by removing tars and volatiles as they are formed and by provid-
ing make-up fluid to account for the loss.
7. Brayton and Rankine cycle comparison. - A summary of
the basic system characteristics just described is presented
in Table XXIII for ease of reference.
The Rankine cycle demonstrates distinct advantages over
the Brayton cycle for the Mars surface application. The major
advantage of the Rankine system is the lower total system weight.
The two systems are compared on the basis of weight in Table XXIV.
The largest contributing item is the reduced weight of the
isotope source since the Brayton system requires fuel capsule-
to-gas heat exchangers resulting in larger and heavier radiation
shields. Another item is the reduction in required radiator
area for the Rankine system. Figure 61 shows a comparison of
radiator areas for various cycle temperature ratios; the dif-
ference is quite significant. The reduction in required heat
transfer area is also significant from the standpoint of thermal
integration of the power source waste heat and the life support
endothermic processes. The Rankine cycle efficiency is only
slightly lower than the Brayton cycle efficiency_ as can be seen
in Figure 62.
An additional advantage is found under thermally integrated
system performance. The Brayton system is much more sensitive to
interactions_ since the efficiency is decreased more rapidly by
any increase in compressor inlet temperature. This increase
would 9esult from a decrease in the life support endothermic
process heat demand. The effects on the Rankine cycle are less
because of the larger amount of heat being rejected (smaller
proportion being removed) and its higher temperature. There is
a large amount of waste heat at a relatively high temperature in
the Rankine cycle so that decreased electrical output would not
affect the endothermic processes (ref. 31).
Since Pu 238 is the selected isotope_ it is significant
to note that both the Brayton and Rankine cycles exhibit a
lower weight penalty when used _h this source as compared with
the next closest competitor_ Po _u. The weight reduction is
shown in Figures 63 and 64 for 4 kW systems.
From the foregoing preliminary analysis_ we have concluded
that the Pu 238 isotope-Rankine system using Dow-Therm-A as the
working fluid is the most desirable candidate for the extended
mission Mars surface application under consideration.
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TABLE XXIII
BRAYTON AND RANKINE POWER SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
r 7
[From ref. 14]
Working Fluid
Zero-g Effects
Corrosion Problems
Compressor or Pump Work
Cycle Temp. Ratio
Tmin/Tma x
Ranki ne
Liquid Metal
Two Phase
Boiling and Condensing
Liquid Metal Corrosion
Low
High
Brayton
Inert Gas
Single Phase
None
None
High
Low
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8. Solar cells. - It has been common to state_ in the
past_ that solar cells are applicable to space power require-
ments up to 1 kW of electric power. Beyond that_ the area_ cost_
orientation and other problems make them impractical. However_
research is progressing towards increasing the practical capacity
of solar cells in the range beyond 1 kW. Theoretically_ the
larger c_pacity systems might be quite feasible for certain
applications_ although none are yet in operation.
Considerable research effort has been devoted toward
increasing the resistance of solar cells to particle radiation_
a problem associated with all semi-conductor devices. Degrada-
tion under radiation is logarithmic with time as illustrated by
Figure 65_ and it is possible to derate the power supply and
extend the useful life. Relative radiation damage resistance
is greater for N/P cells than it is for P/N cells. It is also
greater for CdS thin film cells than it is for conventional
silicon cells.
Other problem areas associated with solar cells_ making
performance prediction very complex_ are:
a. Light intensity: For most of the Earth orbit missions_
this is not a serious problem because there is fairly adequate
light intensity available for the major portion of the orbit_ and
the durations in shade are short enough that storage battery
requirements are not too serious. However_ for interplanetary
missions_ two factors must be considered_ (i) the intensity of
light during day period_ and (2) the duration of shade period
(requiring stored energy). The voltage current and resistance
characteristics of the typical one ohm N/P cell are shown in
Figures 66 and 67 for different values of illumination. Current
is generally a linear function of intensity_ whereas voltage
begins to saturate at very low illumination and increases only
slightly with increasing intensity. This results in a power
output level that is directly proportional to the illumination.
Silicon cells have an energy efficiency of approximately
12% at 25°C_ and the present state-of-the-art in thin films
cells has shown consistent efficiencies of around 3.5% although
efficiencies up to 6 and 7% are expected in future.
b. Temperature effect: Performance of solar cells is
greatly dependent on temperature_ since the energy efficiency
at 125°C drops to about half its value at room temperature.
Voltage and current characteristics are also seriously affected
by temperature_ as shown by Figure 68. Open circuit voltage
drops with increasing temperature at a rate of approximately
.9925 V/C_ whereas the short circuit current increases only
slightly with temperature. The percent change in efficiency
is approximately -56% per °C.
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c. Surface area: Solar cells in the multikilowatt range
would certainly require very large areas. Considering operating
conditions of 50°C_ and sunlight at 1 A.U._ present state-of-the-
art silicon cells (8-mil thick_ 4-cm 2 cell with 6-mil cover glass
10-5_AMZ eff) would require roughly 87 ft 2 of area per kW of
cell power output_ whereas CdS cell (Plastic substrate_ 50-cm 2
cell_ 5% AMI elf) would require roughly 220 ft2/kw. Much larger
surface area would_ of course_ be required if poor illumination
conditions prevail and long shade duration exist (requiring
additional power for storage systems). One approach to reduc-
ing large area requirements would be to use special reflectors
to increase the intensity of illumination per unit area.
One of the major disadvantages of having very large surface
area is inconvenience of packaging into a launch vehicle envelope.
Orientation problems of solar cells would also increase signifi-
cantly.
d. Degradation:
following conditions:
This can be caused by any one of the
® Storage
® Humi di ty damage
• Ultraviolet light damage
• Meteoroid damage
e. Losses in power equipment: From a weight standpoint_
a solar cell power system would be one of the lightest for any
mission if storage energy requirements for shade period were
small. The overall weight of a solar cell power system is highly
dependent on the amount of batteries required_ and would vary
considerably from one mission to another. Neglecting any addi-
tional power requirement for battery charging_ system weights
as low as 30 ib/kW have been estimated for future Earth orbital
missions.
For Mars surface missions where shade periods are as long
as 12 hours_ and assuming Ni-Cd batteries were used for night
power_ the additional weight requirements for night power alone
would be in excess of 2_500 ib/kW (based on an optimistic esti-
mate of kW-hr/ib for future long mission Ni-Cd batteries). This
would impose additional weight requirements on day power for
battery charging.
The environmental conditions on Mars pose other serious
restrictions on solar cell power sources_ namely the expected
cloud cover and the anticipated dust storms. Considering these
factors along with the very large panel areas required for larger
systems_ we do not feel that the solar cell will be candidate
for the Mars surface mission under consideration.
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9. Fuel cells. - Fuel cells have made their appearance in
previous space applications and will continue to be used on
many short duration missions. There are many advantages to be
derived from the use of fuel cells:
Q Production of potable water without further
processing
o Few moving parts in auxiliary equipment_ resulting
in high overall reliability
Increased efficiency with decreasing power_
resulting in almost zero fuel consumption at
idling
Low temperature cell operation_ allowing them to
be incorporated into cabins occupied by man
• Nontoxic exhaust products
• High energy efficiency
• Silent operation_ reducing crew fatigue
® Modular design and construction_ permitting a
variety of output voltages_ and the possibility
of changing connections to suit the load conditions
Of the various types of fuel cells available_ the hydrogen-
oxygen cells have gained the most interest for manned missions_
since potable water is given off as a by-product of the reaction.
Presently there are two basic types of hydrogen-oxygen fuel
cells available. One is the high temperature Bacon-type system_
and the other is the lower temperature membrane-type system.
The Bacon-type lends itself more readily to applications with
high temperature environments_ whereas the membrane-type system
operates below the boiling temperature of water.
Many power system application studies in the past have
resulted in curves (such as Figure 12) which suggest an optimum
mission duration time for fuel cell systems of approximately one
week. Very little work has been done towards optimization of
the performance of fuel cells for longer duration missions.
These extended missions require lower specific propellant con-
sumption_ long life without loss of performance or efficiency_
and ability to use standby units that can be started in space.
There are several problems associated with fuel cells for
mission durations longer than Gemini or Apollo:
a. Parasitic losses: Many peripheral components_ which
are part of the overall power system_ cause parasitic loads on
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the power source_ reducing the thermodynamic efficiency. Compo-
nents responsible for such parasitic losses are auxiliary pumps_
dynamic power systems and converters and inverters necessary to
produce the right kind of electrical power.
b. Heat dissipation: The radiator temperature is depend-
ent on the type of the fuel cell used. The heat removal from
the radiator depends on the environmental condition and may
require specially oriented and specially designed radiators.
An additional problem is created by the extremely low
temperatures during night operation_ which might require external
heating to maintain the cell's operating temperature.
c. Service life: The fuel cell life is affected not only
by the endurance of dynamic components_ but also by degradation
of the cell_ electrodes_ electrolyte and seals.
The life of oxygen electrodes are very dependent on operat-
ing temperature_ and degrade rapidly at higher temperature. On
the other hand_ at lower operating temperatures_ the specific
fuel consumption is high.
d. Fuel storage and system weight: This is the most
significant problem associated with the fuel cell system for a
long duration mission_ since the storage system weight becomes
prohibitive. Normally_ either supercritical gas or cryogenic
liquid fuel is used for fuel cell systems_ and the use of super-
insulation for fuel containers is necessary to reduce the amount
of heat absorption through the container walls.
Typical cryogenic storage weights of hydrogen and oxygen
in liquid form are depicted in Figure 69_ and clearly indicate
that storage weight penalties increase rapidly beyond a period
of one month. The ratio of total storage system weight to
available reactant weight is smaller for larger volumes. This
is because the losses due to heat absorbed is proportional
to surface area and not the volume_ and for larger volumes_
the ratio of surface area to volume is smaller. These figures
are based on spherical storage containers and heat leak rate
into storage container of 5 Btu/hr.
In addition to the storage weight requirements_ the estimated
total power system weight (excluding storage) for different
occupancy times are shown in Figure 70 for different system
output requirements. It is shown that a 4 kW system_ weighing
approximately 1400 ib for zero occup_ncy_ requires additional
weight of 13_600 ib for occupancy time of 120 earth days. The
approximate weight of available reactants (ref. 9) can be
estimated to be
4 kW x 120 x 24 hr x 1.0 ib/hr = Ii_520 lb
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Furthermore_ additional increases in weight due to storage
losses of reactants prior to occupancy time_ must also be consi-
dered in evaluating overall system weight requirements. It is
interesting to note_ however_ that if such a system were avail-
able for use over a period of 120 Earth days_ as much as
ii_000 ib of potable water could be available as a by-product
for astronaut usage.
Although a large amount of potable water is produced for
extended missions_ the initial system weights (fuel storage
system weight plus weight of stored fuel) for a 6 month mission
are much too high. For mission durations in excess of 60 days_
the fuel cell will continue to be unattractive when compared
with dynamic systems.
i0. Batteries. - The battery is the main energy storage
and conversion device used in today's space missions. The
silver-zinc primary battery (the main one used today) delivers
from 30 to 90 W-hr/Ib depending on its discharge rate. This
means that approximately i0 to 35 ib of batteries must be
supplied for each kW-hr delivered. This is much too high to
be considered as a primary power source for the Mars mission
under consideration. The silver-zinc battery has very poor
charge-discharge characteristics and a low cycle life (as shown
by Figure 71)_ and as a result is not seriously considered for
secondary or rechargeable use. For these applications_ the less
energetic silver-cadmium and nickel-cadmium systems must be used.
They both exhibit good charge-discharge characteristics_ however_
Figure 72 shows that if long cycle life at low energy densities
i s required_ the nickel-cadmium battery should be used.
The relationship between battery life and severity of ser-
vice is extremely important. For long duration missions_ the
demands on the battery must be relaxed accordingly_ whereas on
short term missions_ battery service conditions may be more
stringent.
In choosing a suitable battery_ another very important
factor is the operating temperature. The nickel-cadmium cell
has the best cycle life_ but just as the other cells_ it is
limited as to the range of temperatures over which it can
operate; this fact is shown in Figure 71. It can bee seen that
the cycle life of the nickel-cadmium cells drops off very sharply
for operating temperatures above 100°F or below 30°F.
Specific test data for the three cells under consideration
is presented in Figures 737 74 and 75. Figure 73 shows again
the excellent cycle life possible at about 75°F with nickel-
cadmium cells. A fairly high capacity (12 A-hr) is obtained
for a low discharge rate (25%). For higher temperatures and
higher discharge rates (assuming the same cell capacity) _ the
number of cycles possible drops off very sharply.
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Figure 74 points out the fact that an excellent cycle life
can be obtained for silver-cadmium cells for high discharge rates
(50%) provided the cell capacities are low (3 A-hr). For a cell
capacity equivalent to that under which the nickel-cadmium cells
were tested (12 A-hr) _ the cycle life for a silver-cadmium cell
is reduced by a factor of ten.
The very poor cycle characteristics of the silver-zinc
cells can be seen in Figure 75.
Although the battery cannot be considered as a primary
source of power_ it still remains a better candidate than fuel
cells for secondary and emergency power_ since no cryogenic
storage or start-up problems are involved. The nickel-cadmium
battery is the one proven reliable battery system for long-term
service with rapid recharge capability_ therefore_ we recommend
its use for peak load and emergency conditions for the Mars sur-
face mission being considered.
7. THERMAL INTEGRATION
The thermal energy requirements for the life-support sub-
systems can be supplied by electrical power from the module
electrical _ower system_ but it is evident that thermal to
electrical to thermal power conversion is expensive and ineffi-
cient.
Although electrical heating is a straightforward method
of obtaining the required process heat_ the resulting increase
in the electrical power requirements would increase the size
of the total power system. Since the life-support processes are
little affected by the source of the heat_ the use of heat from
the basic power system for the endothermic life-support processes
would improve the performance of the total system.
Life-support systems for manned spacecraft operate nearly
continuously for the entire mission_ and many life-support system
functions use thermal energy directly. Others would use thermal
energy if it were available at high temperature_ or low penalty_
or both. It is usually inefficient_ and costly in weight to
generate energy in other forms and then convert it to thermal
energy. Thus_ it appears advisable to investigate all life-
support functions to determine whether the processes could be
accomplished by the direct use of thermal energy.
A good case can be made for the substitution of direct
thermal energy wherever moderate temperature electrical heaters
are presently used in life-support systems. Typical of these
applications would be:
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/Thermal cycling of molecular sieve beds to
de sorb CO 2
Water recovery from urine and wash water
• Decomposition of solid wastes
• Heating of the spacecraft
The following are some of the advantages that can be
achieved through the use of thermal integration:
• Reduction in electrical power required
• Reduction in heat required by the power system
® Reduction in radiator size and weight
• Reduction in isotope quantity
It would be very desirable to use heat from the life-
support system exothermic processes as thermal inputs to other
endothermic life-support processes_ however_ there is only one
exothermic process; the Sabatier reaction. The control of the
Sabatier reactor temperature is very critical for achieving
high conversion efficiency. Thus_ variations in reactor heat
loading could not be tolerated and_ hence_ the use of this
reaction heat is not recommended.
Another possible source of thermal energy would be from
the electronic components. This_ however_ would be at a low
temperature and in a nonconcentrated form_ thus requiring large
amounts of hardware at very low efficiencies to collect and
redistribute this energy. Hence_ this source was not given
serious consideration.
The best source of thermal power can be found in the power
generating system. A model power generating system with an
overall efficiency of q is presented in Figure 76 as three
elements: the thermal source_ the power converter_ and the
radiator. If the electric output of power converter is kWe_
then the amounts of thermal power available from the source
and at the radiator are kWe/_ and _l-_)/_kWe_ respectively.
Thus_ there are two possible sources of life-support process
heat; these are designated by points A and B in Figure 76.
It is more desirable to utilize the thermal energy that
would be dissipated by the radiator than to utilize heat directly
from the thermal source_ since this would result in an increase
in the source weighty volume_ power and cost. We will show later
that the electrical power generating system_ sized to perform
only functions other than life support_ provides enough waste
heat at point B to run the required life-support systems.
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A. Nonintegrated Life-Support System
If no thermal power were used in the life-support system_
the electrical power output of the energy conversion system
would have to provide 8.22 kW of thermal and electrical energy.
This figure is derived by summarizing the power required for
each module subsystem_ as indicated in Table XXV. It can be
noted here that of all the life-support processes_ the regenera-
tion of 02 from CO 2 requires by far the largest power input.
Over half of the total power required is needed for this purpose
alone.
B. Integrated Life-Support System
Consideration of a thermally integrated life-support system
first requires the selection of points in the life-support
system to which thermal integration with the waste power loop
can be accomplished.
A thermodynamic analysis of the Rankine cycle configuration
selected shows that an air inlet temperature of 345°F will be
available at the waste heat exchange point. Processes that
operate at a temperature level much higher than approximately
300°F should_ therefore_ not be considered for thermal integra-
tion with the waste heat loop.
Table XXVI shows the operating temperatures of the various
life-support functions. It can be seen here that the processes
to be considered are:
CO 2 concentrator desorbing operations
Both water recovery evaporators
• Feces dryer unit
• Food preparation
• Hygiene water heating
The pyrolysis step in the metabolic-urine water recovery
cycle is at much too high a temperature for thermal heat input
from the waste heat loop.
The final thermally integrated configuration would be as
shown in Figure 77. Several heat transport fluids are available
for prolonged op3ration without degradation. Of these_ ethylene
glycol exhibits the best properties; however_ it is toxic if
ingested. Since the transport fluid is exposed to the water
supply_ another suitable fluid must be used. NASA Langley has
found that DC-331_ a silicone fluid produced by the Dow Corning
Company_ exhibits the most suitable characteristics for heat
transport purposes.
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TABLE XXV
NONINTEGRATED POWER REQUIREMENT
Proce s s
Input Power_
CO 2 Concentration .........
CO 2 Reduction - 0 2 Generation ....
Contaminant Control .........
Atmospheric Circulation .......
Thermal Control ...........
Wash Water Recovery .........
Metabolic & Urine Water Recovery
Feces Processing ..........
Food Preparation .........
Hygiene ..............
Electronic Equipment and Lighting . .
Module Control Instrumentation . .
Btu/hr
9_593
3_755
273
1_020
4_090
610
672
584
154
225
6_800
290
W
2_810
1 _i00
80
296
1 _200
179
197
170
45
66
1 _990
85
TOTAL ..... 27_656 8_218
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TABLE XXVI
LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEM - ENDOTHERMIC POWER REQUIREMENT
Sub sy stem
CO 2 Concentration
Metabolic & Urine
Water Recovery
Wash Water
Recovery
Solid Waste
Management
Food Preparation
Hygiene
Operation
Desiccant and
Sieve Desorbing
Evaporator
Pyrolysis
Evaporator
Dryer
Food
Preparation
Water Heater
Temperature
Level_
oF
250
120
1 _800
120
200
180
180
TOTAL
Average
Endothermic
Power_
Btu/hr
8_363
467
225
610
584
130
205
I0 _584
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Using the figures just presented_ the overall energy
balance for the MSM is shown in Table XXVII. These figures
represent nominal design conditions; maximum and minimum
design conditions were not considered in our analysis. The
electrical power requirement after thermal integration of
the life-support subsystems is shown in Table XXVIII.
Table XXIX shows the effects of thermal integration on the
power system requirements.
The isotope source power required was obtained by
using a heat block transfer efficiency of 92.8 percent and
an overall Rankine conversion efficiency of 22 percent.
Using this conversion efficiency_ the formula for waste heat
is given in Figure 76. For the integrated configuration_
the waste heat available is 56_200 Btu/hr. Only i0_584 Btu/hr
are needed in the life-support processes. The remaining heat
must be dissipated external to the module as shown in
Figure 77.
The analysis presented shows the desirability of
employing thermal integration for the life-support functions_
and stresses the importance of utilizing this approach in all
future extended manned missions to optimize system power and
weight.
8. CONCLUSIONS
The primary objective of this study in advanced life-
support technology was to examine the effects of the Mars
surface conditions on the selection and application of life-
support and related systems. For study purposes_ a hypotheti-
cal four-man_ six-month mission profile was chosen_ which we
feel closely approximates an eventual mission_ since the
total travel time involved is over one year_ and the number
of functions to be performed requires at least four men.
The imposition of these typical mission constraints allowed
us to examine the various disciplines involved in much
greater depth. Our assessment of the current research and
technology was projected into the 1980 period and was
particularly concerned with the extended mission characteris-
tics of the systems considered_ and their ability to function
in the Mars environment.
The subsystem selections were made using the following
general order of importance for the tradeoff variables:
(i) reliability_ (2) weighty (3) power_ (4) volume_ and
(5) maintainability. Since the applied evaluation technique
was purely qualitative_ the order of importance assigned to
the variables could not be followed explicitly nor could the
amount of emphasis on each variable be consistently applied
for each particular tradeoff. We feel that all the individual
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TABLE XXVI I I
MSM AVERAGE ELECTRICAL POWER REQUIREMENT
Average Electrical Power_
Unit
CO 2 Concentration .........
CO 2 Reduction - 0 2 Generation . . .
Contaminant Removal ........
Atmospheric Circulation ......
Metabolic & Urine Water
Recovery ............
Food Preparation .........
Module Control Instrumentation . .
Thermal Control ..........
Electronic Equipment & Lighting . .
TOTAL ......
W
361
i_i00
8O
300
60
7
85
i_200
i_990
5_183
Btu/hr
i_230
3_755
273
i_020
205
24
290
4_090
6_800
17_687
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TABLE XXIX
MSMPOWERSYSTEMCOMPARISON
Function
Electric Power ........ W
Isotope Source Power .... kWt
Isotope Source Weight .... ib
Power Generating System
Weight ............ lb
Waste Heat Rejection .... kWt
Power System Weight ..... ib
Life-Support System
Electrical Power ....... W
Dow A- Rankine Power System
Nonintegrated
8_218
40.3
614
2_700
29.1
3_315
5_ii0
Integrated
5_183
25.4
368
1 _707
18.4
2_076
2_080
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systems selected represent very good choices based on the
imposed mission constraints; however_ we are not able to say_
in general_ that the selected total subsystem configuration
represents an optimum choice. To do this_ we would have to
consider all candidate subsystem combinations_ which is much
beyond the scope and purpose of this study.
A serious attempt was made to utilize any and all
available Mars natural resources that would result in a
significant material savings. There are three major func-
tions that could be performed by extraterrestrial raw
materials:
• rocket fuel source materials
• construction materials
• raw materials for life support
We have concluded that the information presently
available is much too limited and inconclusive to project
the availability of either of the above raw material possi-
bilities. We expect the information to become much more
conclusive in the coming years of Mars exploration. If raw
materials are found to perform either of the functions
mentioned_ this will require a complete reevaluation of the
problem.
The major conclusion drawn from this study is that the
life-support and power system configuration which might be
applicable for Mars orbital and interplanetary phases of the
Mars exploration plan_ will not be that most suitable for the
proposed Mars surface operation. This important theme
results from our analysis and current knowledge of the Mars
environment and its effects on the performance of appropriate
life-support and power equipment. The following conclusions
relate more specifically to the major life-support subsystem
areas_ and indicate the main factors considered in choosing
particular subsystem elements.
A. Power Source
An isotope power source has the most desirable
properties for the mission envisioned. It has distinct
advantages over solar cells or solar collectors_ since it is
anticipated that Mars will have a cloud cover and dust
storm_ which reduce the power output of these systems.
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i. Isotope. - Plutonium-238 is considered the best of
the isotope candidates_ primarily because of its low shield-
ing reqdirement and long half-life which results in a rela-
tively constant power supply for the duration of the mission.
We strongly feel that all necessary steps toward
increased production of Pu 238 should be taken immediately to
assure adequate availability.
2. Nuclear. - The nuclear (reactor) power source is
highly competitive with the isotopic source for extended
missions. For the power level (5 kW) and mission duration
considered (six months) _ the isotope source maintains a
slight advantage from the standpoint of weight. However_ as
the required power level approaches i0 kW_ the nuclear
source becomes highly competitive and would have to be
considered more carefully.
B. Energy Conversion System
1. Dynamic. - The Rankine cycle is selected as the
energy conversion system most compatible with Mars surface
use. In general_ the Brayton cycle is preferred over the
Rankine cycle for orbital and deep space applications_
primarily because of the phase separation problems associated
with a two-phase working fluid in a zero-g field. This prob-
lem is of little concern for the surface application_ and as
a result_ the other advantages of the Rankine system become
significant. These are:
Reduced weight of the isotope source; in
comparison_ the Brayton system requires fuel
capsule-to-gas heat exchangers resulting in
larger and heavier radiation shields
Reduced radiator area for fluid heat transfer
as compared with gaseous heat transfer
Reduced integrated system weight for fluid
heat transfer as compared with gaseous
transfer
Dow-Therm-A is selected as the working fluid in the
Rankine cycle_ primarily because of the unique positive slope
of its saturated vapor line on the temperature-entropy plot.
This characteristic assures turbine operation in the super-
heated region at lower turbine inlet temperatures.
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2. Static. - The static conversion technique that holds
the most promise for future use in Mars exploration is the
thermionic converter. These devices are in a very early stage
of development_ and as a result_ it is very difficult to pro-
ject their availability. If a major breakthrough can be made
toward increased efficiency_ this system will become highly
competitive with dynamic conversion techniques.
C. Secondary Power
The required weight of batteries or fuel cells is far
too high for consideration as a prime power source. The
battery exhibits much better charge-discharge characteristics
than does the fuel cell_ and thus_ is highly compatible with
intermittent power demands. Of the battery candidates_ the
Ni-Cd cell has the longest cycle capacity_ and thus is
selected as a secondary power source for peak loads and
emergency power.
D. Life Support
I. Deqree of Closure. - For the mission considered in
this study_ a fully closed ecological cycle is highly
impractical. It also seems very unlikely that a process for
generating food from bacteria or feces will be available or
necessary by the mid 1980's_ since the conventional freeze-
dry food packaging techniques are well developed and well
suited for this application.
It is also impractical to consider reclamation of the
water present in the form of feces_ because of the low water
quantities present and the numerous difficulties involved in
handling this material. We do feel_ however_ that the wash
water and the water present in the form of urine will have to
be reclaimed to avoid excessive weight penalties.
In addition_ oxygen will have to be reclaimed from the
carbon dioxide that will be generated throughout the mission
to avoid excessive oxygen storage weight and volume
penalties.
2. Water Manaqement. - Through utilization of an
efficient water reclamation system_ maximum weight savings
can be realized. Under the assumed mission conditions
(720 man-days) _ a non-regenerative system would require
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about eight tons of water. This far exceeds the weight
penalties of all the other life-support systems combined.
Because of low system weight and simplicity_ a
distillation process is selected to convert the astronauts'
fluid wastes (wash water_ urine_ and condensate) to potable
water. The wash water collection sources should be
separate from the urine and condensate since an additional
vapor pyrolysis step is required for urine.
3. Carbon Dioxide Manaqement. - From the standpoint
of power utilization_ carbon dioxide reduction and oxygen
regeneration are the major considerations under life-support
processes. The total function of concentrating and reducing
carbon dioxide involves nearly half of the total power
required for the module_ and as a result_ is considered quite
carefully in this study. The pure Sabatier cycle is selected
as most candidate for carbon dioxide reduction because of the
very high conversion efficiencies_ low power requirement_ and
continuous operation capability.
The Sabatier system would be used in combination with a
four-bed molecular sieve-synthetic zeolite carbon dioxide
concentration unit. This unit has undergone extensive test-
ing and has performed very well for extended periods.
a. Alternate indirect processes. - The major problem
associated with alternate indirect carbon dioxide reduction
processes such as the Bosch cycle or the Sabatier cycle with
methane decomposition_ is that of carbon build-up on the
catalyst. To make these cycles candidate for the mission
envisioned would require the development of a carbon
handling technique that would permit continuous and efficient
system operation.
b. Direct processes. - Direct processes for carbon
dioxide reduction_ such as thermal decomposition_ the molten
carbonate cell_ and the solid electrolyte cell_ are expected
to have too large a power penalty in comparison with the
pure Sabatier cycle. Hence they are not as desirable for the
proposed mission.
E. Module Design
The module configuration evolved in this study is used
primarily as an aid in giving a better sense of the volumes
and weights of specific subsystems relative to the total
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module volume and weight. As an outgrowth of this study_
two very important conclusions can be drawn:
The total module weight and volume derived in
this study is well within the state-of-the-art
in rocket development and is capable of being
launched by a post-Saturn booster.
From the standpoint of volumetric efficiency_
a very heavy emphasis should be placed on low
profile designs in life-support equipment; a
package height of approximately two feet would
be desirable.
9. RECOMMENDATIONS
Although the interrelating factors were analyzed for one
arbitrary mission profile_ we feel that there are several
general recommendations that can be made for the total Mars
exploration plan:
Necessary steps to increase production of
Pu 238 should be taken immediately to insure
adequate availability.
More extensive development of the Rankine
cycle_ using Dow-Therm-A as the working fluid
under simulated Mars surface conditions_
should be started immediately.
Thermionic systems development should be
increased in the hope that a major
technological breakthrough will occur.
In general_ life-support component design
should be directed toward lower profiles;
a package height of approximately two feet
would be desirable.
An increased effort in the area of water
management such as shower suit development
for minimal water quantities would result
in a very large weight savings.
This study represents an initial and somewhat limited
step in the area of subsystem definition for extended Mars
missions. The next phase of study should be appropriately
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expanded so as to permit a quantitative approach to the
tradeof_ process. The objectives of the next phase of study
should include the following:
Analyze all candidate life-support subsystem
configurations to make an optimum choice
Establish order of candidacy for various
life-support subsystem configurations
Examine all probable Mars surface mission
profiles
Examine variations in the order of prefer-
ence and importance of the various trade-
off variables
The objectives could be accomplished by the development
of a numerical search technique that would permit rapid selec-
tion of optimum life-support components by a digital computer.
Although the present preliminary study is not completely
comprehensive_ we feel that the technological base formed
will serve as a primary source of input to future research
programs involving manned Mars surface operations_ and will
permit NASA to review_ in advance_ the proposed areas of
future activity that will materially enhance progress in
this field.
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APPENDIX A. MODULE DESIGN DETAILS
i. Geometric Shape
Since the structure is to be a pressurized enclosure_
practical considerations dictate that its exterior surfaces be
curved. The shapes discussed in the following paragraphs are
presented in Figure 78.
A complete sphere is the most efficient pressurized shape
and offers a maximum of volume with a minimum of surface area.
The sphere also makes single-point contact with the supporting
surface_ and hence_ very little site preparation is required.
The internally-concentrated loads on a sphere must either be
supported by the surface material or by the internal framework
which then transmits the loads to the area of ground contact.
Although the sphere has the highest ratio of internal volume-
to-surface area_ the interior shape does not permit the volume
to be used very efficiently from anthropomorphic considerations
(ref. 20).
The hemispheric cylinder has a much more efficient internal
configuration_ and loads could be transmitted directly to the
surface; however_ it requires very extensive site preparation.
A circular cylinder has a nominal line contact on the ground_
so the amount of site preparation would be small_ and the number
of degrees of instability is also less than the sphere. The
circular cylinder_ however_ suffers from the same deficiency
as the sphere in that the interior volume cannot be used effi-
ciently. When adequate floor and ceiling area are obtained_
large amounts of wasted volume exist above and below the living
volume. All other characteristics of the circular cylinder are
ideal for module construction_ hence the problem is reduced to
one of finding a shape that possesses all the attributes of the
circular cylinder_ but has a more efficient interior volume.
This line of reasoning leads quite naturally to the elliptic
cylinder where large floor and ceiling areas can be obtained
with very little wasted volume. Since access must be provided
to the equipment above and below the living volume_ the so-called
wasted volume becomes even smaller.
The scalloped cylinder appears to have the same advantages
as the elliptic cylinder_ however_ there is an added line contact
area_ and the equipment volume is seriously reduced.
As a result of this analysis_ the elliptic cylinder was
selected as the candidate geometric shape.
The bulkhead configuration was established on the basis of
locating the power supply a safe distance from the astronauts_
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and preventing the airlock and entrance from occupying a large
portion of the living volume.
2. Structural Configuration
The structural weight of the elliptic cylinder configuration
is based on cabin pressurization stresses_ thermal balance_ and
structural capacity.
Meteoroid impact penetration does not present a problem on
the surface of Mars (ref. 19). The Martian atmosphere will
dissipate these particles much as the Earth's atmosphere does.
The radiation hazards on Mars should also be in the same propor-
tion as those on the Earth. Mars has lower atmospheric density_
but is a greater distance from the Sun.
A weldable aluminum alloy_ 2014-T6_ was selected for the
structure. In addition to ease of fabrication_ this material
is readily available_ low in cost_ and has an excellent strength-
to-density ratio. A honeycomb sandwich material was selected
for analysis_ since it is very efficient for pressurization_
body bending_ and axial loads (ref. 20).
The circumferential moment sustained by the elliptic cylin-
der cross section must be carried by frames to obtain an optimum
design. The module wall shown in Figure 79 was designed to carry
an interior pressure of i0 psi (ref. 34). A relief valving
system between the airlock and the interior volume will assure
maintenance of a normal operating pressure of 7 psi.
All calculations made in arriving at the final configurations
are presented in Appendix B.
The shell of the structure serves the dual function of a
thermal and vacuum protection. It also acts as the structural
system from which all stationary interior furnishings are
mounted. In this manner_ the interior partitions become essen-
tially nonload bearing and thus_ are held to a minimum in thick-
ness and weight (ref. 35). Hence_ the walls_ floors and ceilings
are sandwich sections made up of aluminum skins with a filler of
high-density polyurethane foam. Edges are reinforced with
channels for loadbearing capacity_ and the floor sections have
a soft vinyl coating.
The final module configuration is detailed in Figures 80
through 83.
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3. Floor Plan Analysis
The cylindrical volumes_ shown in cross section in Figures
84 and 85 (above and below the living volume) _ contain all the
necessary life support equipment. Figures 86 and 87 show how
the equipment will be arranged above and below the living volume.
There is space allotted for piping_ ducting_ conduit_ accessi-
bility to the equipment_ and possible cadaver storage.
Very generous access volumes are allowed because it is
believed that the ability to make rapid equipment repair will
be vital to the mission. The calculated volumetric allocations
for each piece of equipment are presented in Table XXX. The
various areas are located to maximize the time-distance profile
of the astronauts with respect to the isotope power source.
Partitions are provided for each area so that privacy from
noise and human activity can be maintained. In case of sickness_
the recreation area will serve as an emergency sick bay. Space
is provided for a very complete exercise program in order to
keep the personnel physically fit. Extended periods in the
reduced gravitational field could otherwise make reacclimation
to Earth gravity most difficult. The recreation unit will be
used to show movies_ read books_ and play mildly active games.
Floor space and volume allotments for each area are pre-
sented in Table XXXI.
For conservation of the water supply_ it is anticipated
that some type of shower suit will be developed to cleanse the
body with minimum water quantities.
In lieu of windows_ the shelter will utilize a 360 degree
television scanner system. This will eliminate the problems of
sealing and breakage associated with glass. This system is
provided not so much for observation_ but rather as a visible
link with Mars to aid in maintaining morale_ and to prevent the
fear of a cave-like existence. This one-way surveillance system
will also eliminate the sensation of being watched.
4. Interior Furnishings and Equipment
At the time of fabrication on Earth_ all equipment will
be bolted to the frames. The furnishings will also be inte-
grally built as part of the units_ and the bath fixtures will
be one piece molded plastic for reduced weight.
The interior color selection is an important consideration
primarily for psychological and morale factors_ rather than
aesthetics. The overall appearance of the interior will be
bright with an individual area color scheme. Indirect incan-
descent lighting will be used throughout_ with intensities
adjustable from zero to forty foot-candles (ref. 35). The total
module concept is shown in Figure 88.
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TABLE XXX
ALLOCATED EQUIPMENT VOLUMES
Unit
Water Storage
Contaminant Control
Humidity Control
Thermal Control
Blower
Electrolysis
CO 2 Reduction
CO 2 Removal
First Aid
Experiments
Feces Storage
Feces Processing
Water Reclamation
Urine Collection
Batteries
Cadaver Storage
Food Storage
Power Supply
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Air
Pumps
Dimensions_
ft
5% x 4 x 2
2 x 1% x 1%
2 x 1% x 1%
2 X 2½ X 1½
1% X 2¼ x 1%
2 X 1½ X 1%
2 X 2¼ X 1%
2 X 1½ x 1%
5½ x 2 x 1%
5½ X 3¼ x 1%
3% x 1½ x 1%
3% x l% x 1%
6 x I x 1½
1_8x 2_8x l%
2½ x 1 x 1%
6 x 1½ x 1%
3 x 6½ x 8
2 x 2½ x 7
2 (spherical)
3 (spherical)
1 (spherical)
2 (cylindrical)
Allocated
Volume_
ft 3
42.00
2.75
3.44
6.87
3.61
4.12
6.18
4.12
15.10
24.60
8.00
6.00
8.25
5.85
3.44
21.30
156.00
35.00
38.60
58.00
19.30
1.32
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TABLE XXXI
STATISTICAL INFORMATION
Area ft ft 2 ft 3
Work
Laundry
Kitchen
Bedrooms (2)
Closets (2)
Communication
Dining
Exercise
Bath
Incinerator
Recreation
Utility Closet
Airlock
4 x 7
7½x 7
4½x 7
2 x 7
6x5
5x5
5x8
6 x 7
1½ X 3
6 x 7
1½ x 4½
6 x 6 x 4
28.0
52.5
31.5
14.0
30.0
25.0
40.0
42.0
4.5
42.0
6.8
24.0
224
420
252
i12
240
200
320
336
36
336
54
144
163
5. Packaging
The total estimated weight for the proposed Mars module
configuration is 20_000 ib with a volume of about 5_944 ft 3.
A recent study by Douglas (ref. 36) indicates that in the
late 1970's_ a post Saturn rocket will be capable of launching
a Mars Excursion Module (MEM) of about 13_800 ft 3 total volume
and weighing approximately 55_000 lb. The top half of the
482 ft long launch vehicle is shown in Figure 89 along with
the packaging arrangement for the MEM. Figure 90 gives a
visual comparison of the MEM and surface module configurations.
It seems reasonable to conclude that the launch capability will
be sufficient to carry the MSM as a unit.
The primary meteoroid shielding will be furnished by the
skin of the rocket. Although meteoroids are not a considera-
tion on the surface of Mars_ the need for good insulation
qualities has resulted in a wall that will also act as an ample
meteoroid barrier.
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APPENDIX B. CALCULATIONS
This appendix details the calculations made in selecting
the module wall and finding the total volume and weight.
Predicted 1970 material properties were used for the ultimate
tensile strength and allowable compressive stress.
h
t -
P -
ST -
SC -
Pc -
pf -
a -
b -
d -
n -
d
35
f -
Af -
A -
p -
WE -
WA -
T -
V -
s
V A -
S -
i. Glossary of Terms
sandwich height - 1 in
aluminum sheet thickness - 0.015 in
design cabin pressure - i0 psi
ultimate tensile strength - 72_000 psi
allowable compressive stress - 65_000 psi
core density - 4 ib/ft 3
frame density - 0.098 ib/in 3
ellipse major axis - 24 ft
ellipse minor axis - 14 ft
frame depth
number of frames
frame thickness
frame spacing center to center
total frame cross-sectional area
area of an I-beam flange
design perimeter of ellipse
ellipsoid shell weight
airlock shell weight
total frame weight
shelter volume
airlock volume
total surface area
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0.13
i
o
4J
o
X
0.12
0.ii
0.I0
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03 0
I I I
1.25 1.5 1.75
Ellipse major diameter a/b
Ellipse minor diameter _
2 0
Figure 91 Moment Constant Variation with a/b
(From ref. 20)
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2. Frame Spacing
Optimum design of the sandwich for varied frame spacings
is obtained by the following equation:
2t = Pf2/6hSc
0.030 = i0f2/6(65_000)
f2 - (.018)(65_000) = 1170
f = 34.2 in
for which
n = 7
3. Frame Depth
The equation governing the frame design is M - kfPb 2 where
k = .12 from Figure 91. The frame section is assumed to be
comprised of two flanges of equal area_ and joined together by
a web of depth d and equivalent thickness d/35. The total
frame area Af is_ therefore:
Af = 2A + 3_ d 2
2kfPb 2
+ 3_d 2
Af - d Sc
for minimum weight
dAf
- 0
dd
then
d -- 135kfpb21/3tscd 35(.12) (34.2) (i0) (168)2 /3
65_000
d = 8.54 in
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.t n
t
Aluminum Shell Thickness In Ellipsoidal Domes
[i ]
4 ST
i0 (14) (12) [i 14 2 ]
4 (72_000) - (2-4)
42(.658) = .00384
t - 720O
Material thicknesses of this order are impractical. This_
however_ indicates that use of the .015 material in the ellip-
soidal domes will be adequate.
where
p = _ (a+b)
5. Design Perimeter
64_3R 4
14-16R 2
a-b
R -
a+b
R - 24-14 _ i0 - .263
24+14 38
64-3 (.0048)
p = _(38) 14-16(.0691)
64
p = _(38) 12.9
p = 592 in
6. Total Frame Cross-Sectional Area
2M d 2
Af - d Sc + 3-_
2 73
Af - 8.54 (17.8) + 3-_
Af = 4.18 + 2.08
2
Af - 6.25 in
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7. Total Frame Weight
T = npAfpf
T = 7 (592) (.098) (6.26)
T = 2540 ib
8. Volume Calculations
= ab 4 ab
V s _-_- 18 + 3 4 3
V s = _ ab (_ + i)
V = _(14) (24) (4.5+1)
s
V s -_ 5800 ft 3 V A = (6)(6)(4) = 144 ft 3
9. Total Surface Area
18 ,242 ,142
S = p _ + z_-_-- + 9) - _7 + 9)
592
S -
12 18 + _ (242 - 142 )
S = 888 + 298
S = 1186 ft 2
i0. Ellipsoid Shell Weight
a. Aluminum. -
= f 045,
W S ,-_--_J (1186) (1728) (.098) - 753 ib
b. Honeycomb. -
(i_) (1186) (4) = 395 IbW H
c. Fiberqlass. -
W F = (9) (1186)(.85) = 756 ib
W E = 753 + 395 + 756 = 1914 ib
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Ii. Airlock Shell Weight
Figures obtained by a ratio of volumes.
144 (753)
WS' - 5800
, 144
WH - 5800 (395)
144 (756)
WF' - 5800
Frame s -
= 18.65 ib
- 9.78 ib
= 18.73 ib
2540 (47.16) = 63.10 ib
1914
W A = 18.65 + 9.78 + 18.73 + 63.10
W A = ll0.26 ib
12. Floor and Ceiling Allowance
The floor and ceiling are sandwich layers of .031 aluminum
with 3 in of low density (3 ib/ft 3) polyurethane fill material.
a. Alumi num. -
(2) (20) (22.5) (144) (.062) (.098) -
b. Core. -
(2) (20) (22.5) (3) (i_)
79 Ib
= 675 lb
TOTAL 1465 Ib
13. Supports and Joints
There are seven spans of 6 in 2 cross-section running the
width of the module in the floor and ceiling. These are
connected to the main ellipse supports. The supporting struts
are aluminum and spaced on approximately 3 ft centers. An area
of 3 in 2 is assumed for the struts with an average height of
2 ft.
Joints were figured at 10% of the total support weight.
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a. Struts. -
(2) (56) (3) (2) (12) (.098) = 712 ib
b. Spans. -
(2) (7) (6) (20) (12) (.098) -- 1975 ib
c. Joints. -
(.i) (2687) = 269 ib
TOTAL 2956 lb
14. Total Module Structure Weight
Frame ............ 2540 ib
Shell ............ 1914 ib
Airlock ........... Ii0 ib
Floor and Ceiling ...... 1465 ib
Supports and Joints ..... 2956 Ib
TOTAL 8985 ib
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